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ABSTRACT
Peroxy Radical – Water Complexes: Their
Role in the Atmosphere
Sambhav Rajendra Kumbhani
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
The importance of radical-water complexes in the atmosphere is explored
in this dissertation. Radicals, although present in small concentrations in the
atmosphere, play a significant role in creating and removing atmospheric
pollution. As the atmosphere warms and consequently gets wetter, it is
essential to understand the effects of water vapor on radical chemistry. This
dissertation reports studies on the effects of water vapor on the kinetics of the
self-reaction of β-hydroxyethyl peroxy radical (β-HEP), a prominent organic
peroxy radical in the atmosphere. Both experimental and computational
studies have been performed to examine the effects of water vapor on the
kinetics of the self-reaction. The influence of water vapor and temperature on
the reaction rate constant is presented. The rate of the self-reaction increases
between 2 to 6 times with an increase in water vapor and decrease in
temperature. The products of the self-reaction in the presence and absence of
water vapor have been computed using high level ab initio calculations. Major
products include alkoxy radicals, peroxides, aldehydes, alcohols and oxygen. A
new reaction pathway leading to formation of hydroperoxy radical (HO2) from
the self-reaction of β-HEP in the presence of water vapor was identified. In the
presence of high NOx concentration HO2, forms tropospheric ozone, which is
classified as a harmful pollutant by the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA).
Like tropospheric ozone, aerosols are also classified as harmful
pollutants by the EPA. Sulfuric acid-water complexes are estimated to be the
primary reason for new aerosol formation in the atmosphere. However, the
sulfuric acid concentration in the atmosphere alone is not sufficient to account
for observed aerosol concentrations. Classical nucleation theory is used to
explain new particle formation (NPF), which is initiated by the formation of a
nucleating site (a highly polar complex). This dissertation explores the role of
various radical-molecule complexes acting as the nucleating site.
Experimentally, the HO2-water complex is studied as a possible nucleating site
for NPF. A new instrument was developed to create and measure radical-water
complex initiated particle formation. The instrument incorporates two scanning
mobility particle sizers (SMPS) to measure the size distribution and number
density of the aerosol particles formed. The experimental setup uses UV
absorption spectroscopy and wavelength modulated spectroscopy to measure

the HO2 radical and water vapor concentrations in the reaction cell. No
significant particle formation was observed at room temperature and pressure.
Particle formation from the HO2-water complex, may occur at lower
temperatures.
Additional radical-molecule complexes have been studied
computationally in an effort to identify other possible nucleating sites for
particle formation. In particular, the complexes of sulfuric acid, nitric acid,
acetic acid and formic acid with ammonia, amidogen radical (NH2) and
imidogen radical (NH) have been studied. H2SO4-NH2 and HNO3-NH2 complexes
show the potential to act as nucleating sites for formation of aerosol particles in
the atmosphere.
In summary, water mediated chemistry plays a significant role in the
atmosphere and must be included in scientific models to better predict
pollution levels in the atmosphere.

Keywords: peroxy radical, radical-water complex, β-hydroxyethyl peroxy
radical, aerosols, kinetics, self-reaction, ab-initio calculations
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Humans have enjoyed a stable climate since the last ice age, which
ended several thousand years ago. Over the past century, our climate has
changed rapidly due to human activities. Industrialization, boom in automotive
usage and burning of fossil fuel are the principle reasons for the rapid climate
change observed over the last 6 decades. The warming climate could bring
drastic changes and affect water supplies, agriculture, power and
transportation systems, and human health.
The chemistry of the atmosphere is complex and varies with place and
time. The chemistry of the atmosphere might be local, but the effects of climate
change are global. For example, pollution that is created in a factory in
Shanghai, China not only affects Shanghai, but also affects the west coast of
the United States, as part of this pollution may be carried over the Pacific
Ocean to the United States by the wind.1 Thus, addressing a pollution issue in
one location might remedy the problem globally.
Pollution can have life threatening effects on humans, plants and
animals.2 A number of recent studies show the Arctic has warmed at twice the
global rate causing the Arctic ice to melt.3 This has direct effects on polar
bears. Polar bears require ice layers over the sea to hunt their primary food
source, seals.4 In the past decade, the summer months in the Artic are
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constantly getting longer. This results in less ice for hunting seals. A recent
study in the southern Beaufort Sea of the United States and Canada has
shown that during 2001-2010, the number of polar bears in the area have
reduced by 25-50%.4 Due to the melting ice and changing habitat for the polar
bears, the United States government in 2008 declared polar bears as a
threatened species under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973.
Pollution is also responsible for various health hazards in humans
including cancer and heart attacks and respiratory diseases.5-7 The United
States of America is one of the first few countries to recognize the health effects
of climate change. In 1963, the United States Congress passed the Clean Air
Act, which commissioned extensive research in atmospheric pollution and its
effects. In 1970, the act was amended to give federal regulatory powers to the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The EPA maintains and enforces the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) in the United States.
EPA regularly updates the NAAQS. Presently, there are six major
pollutants identified by the EPA as harmful for human health; ozone (O3),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide (CO), lead (Pb), sulfur dioxide (SO2),
and particulate matter (PM 2.5 and PM 10). PM 2.5 represents the size of the
particulate matter being anything below 2.5 μm in diameter and PM 10 being
anything below 10 μm in diameter. This dissertation mainly focuses on ozone
and particulate matter pollution. Particulate matter is also referred to as an
aerosol.
2

1.1 Sources of Ozone and Aerosol Pollution
Ozone: Ozone naturally exists in the stratosphere, (10-25km above sea level) as
a filter for harmful solar radiation (<300nm) coming to earth from the sun.
Ozone formation in the stratosphere occurs via oxygen photolysis.8
O2 + hν (λ < 240nm)  2O•

(1.1)

O• + O2  O3

(1.2)

O3 + O•  2O2

(1.3)

Ozone in the stratosphere reacts with oxygen atoms to form oxygen molecules
in the stratosphere via reaction 1.3. Due to the ozone cycle, the total ozone
concentration is never more than 0.6ppm in the stratosphere. However, due to
industrialization and use of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) as a refrigerant, the
ozone depletion was observed in the late 20th century.
Chlorofluorocarbons photolyze to form chlorine radicals in the
stratosphere where short wavelengths of UV light are available. Chlorine
radicals then react with ozone to form oxygen molecules and ClO radical.
CFC + hν  Cl•

(1.4)

Cl• + O3  ClO• + O2

(1.5)

ClO• + O  Cl• + O2

(1.6)
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The chlorine radical formed in reaction 1.6 reacts with more ozone molecules
converting them to oxygen and depleting the ozone layer. Each chlorine radical
can remove approximately 1 x 106 ozone molecules from the stratosphere
before the radical is removed.8 The issue of CFC’s destroying the ozone layer in
the stratosphere has been addressed by replacing them with
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFC). HCFC’s are engineered to have a shorter
atmospheric lifetime in the troposphere, which minimizes the amount of these
compounds that can be introduced into the upper atmosphere.
NOx (NO,NO2, and NO3), HOx (OH, HO2) and volatile organic compounds
(VOC) are primary precursors of ozone formation in the troposphere.
Tropospheric ozone (0 to 10 km) is extremely harmful to flora and fauna,
including humans. Human activities produce tropospheric ozone. Automotive
and industrial emissions release NOx (NOx = NO, NO2, and NO3) gases into the
atmosphere, which form tropospheric ozone via the following reactions (1.7 and
1.8)
NO2 + hν  NO + O•

(1.7)

O• + O2  O3

(1.8)

VOCs are released into the atmosphere from both biogenic and anthropogenic
sources. Major VOCs in the atmosphere include terpenes, isoprene, α-pinene
and ethylene. VOCs such as formaldehyde and formic acid are photolyzed with
wavelengths less than 370nm to form OH or HO2 radical.8 A variety of oxidants
4

including OH, Cl, and NO3 react with VOCs to form organic peroxy radicals
(RO2) in the presence of oxygen (reaction 1.10-1.11). RO2 further reacts with
NO to form RO and NO2 (reaction 1.12). NO2 further photolyzes to form ozone
by reactions 1.7-1.8. This cycle continues to produce ozone during daytime.
HONO• + hν  OH• + NO2

(1.9)

OH• + RH  H2O + R•

(1.10)

R• + O2  RO2•

(1.11)

RO2• + NO  RO• + NO2

(1.12)

Aerosol: Sources of aerosol are classified as primary and secondary sources.
Primary sources release aerosol particles directly into the atmosphere.
Secondary sources release the precursors for formation of aerosols. Both
primary and secondary sources can have natural or anthropogenic origins.
Volcanic emissions, forest fires, and storms introduce the majority of aerosols
into the atmosphere.9 Volcanic emissions release sulfate particles into the
atmosphere. Volcanic emissions are known to cool the planet, as large amounts
of particles are released in a short period of time.9 The massive amount of
particles released reflect and scatter incoming solar radiation and thus cool the
planet. Volcanic emissions also release precursors like SO2 that lead to aerosol
formation in the atmosphere. SO2 gas undergoes oxidation in the presence of
OH radical and molecular oxygen to form sulfuric acid, which eventually forms
aerosols via the nucleation process with water vapor. In 1991, the eruption of
5

Mount Pinatubo in the Philippines ejected more than 20 million tons of sulfate
particles into the stratosphere.8 These particles remained above the clouds and
not washed from the sky by rain; settling only after several years. Following the
eruption, global temperatures abruptly dipped by about a half-degree (0.6°C)
for approximately two years. A large amount of volcanic ash is also released
into the atmosphere, but the lifetime is much shorter than aerosol particles
because volcanic ash consists of larger particles that fall out quickly. Similarly,
during forest fires a large amount of ash and soot particles are released into
the atmosphere.
Anthropogenic primary emission sources include coal fired power plants,
industrial emissions and automotive emissions. Coal fired power plants
produce carbon based aerosol particles, also known as soot, which contribute
to global warming of the planet. Automotive and industrial emissions produce
sulfate particles (especially diesel emissions) and release particle formation
precursors like SO2 and NOx gases that react in the atmosphere to form sulfate
and nitrate.
The nucleation process is the primary reason for secondary particle
formation in the atmosphere. Formation of aerosols is described by classical
nucleation theory as a two-step process. The first step is the nucleation step
where molecules cluster together. The second step is subsequent growth of the
clusters through coagulation or condensation. Figure 1 describes the formation
of sulfate aerosol particles via homogeneous nucleation of sulfuric acid and
6

water vapor. Sulfuric acid hydrogen bonds with the surrounding water
molecules, due to their polar nature, forming the critical cluster (~1nm). The
critical cluster then undergoes coagulation to form the aerosol particle (~60100nm). The aerosol particle keeps growing in size until it forms cloud
condensation nuclei (~100-250nm), which in turn grows to form a cloud
droplet. Thousands of such cloud droplets form the cloud. More and more
water droplets coalesce until the saturation point is reached and the water falls
out of the cloud as rain. In addition to molecule-molecule homogenous
nucleation, this dissertation proposes radical-molecule homogenous nucleation
as a novel source of particle formation in the atmosphere.

Figure 1 The formation of sulfate aerosol particle via homogeneous nucleation
of sulfuric acid and water vapor. Adapted from Curtius et al.10
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1.2 Effects of Ozone and Aerosol Pollution.
Ozone: Stratospheric ozone is helpful for humans and the climate, as it
protects the flora and fauna from harmful radiation from the sun. However,
tropospheric ozone is very harmful to flora and fauna. Tropospheric ozone
causes many breathing related disorders in humans including shortness of
breath, sore and scratchy throat, inflammation of airways, aggravating asthma
and bronchitis and makes the lungs more susceptible to infections.
Children are at greatest risk from exposure to ozone because their lungs
are still developing and they are more likely to be active outdoors when ozone
levels are high, which increases their exposure. Tropospheric ozone also affects
plants. As a strong oxidant, ozone causes several types of symptoms including
chlorosis and necrosis, leading to discoloration of leaves and fruits. Heagle et
al. in 1989 showed that crop yields are decreased by 40% when plants such as
soybean, peanuts and cotton are exposed to 100ppb ozone.11 Ozone
concentrations in most urban areas of the United States have declined with
improved emission controls, but are still high enough to damage crops.12
Vehicular emissions and coal fired power plant emissions such as NO, and
VOC (volatile organic carbon) act as precursors for the formation of ozone.
Ozone levels are rising in countries like India and China, as growing
populations are able to afford more cars and build more power plants. Another
aspect of this concern is that ozone levels will rise in developing countries

8

where people can least withstand the loss of staple foods such as rice and
wheat.
Ozone has direct effects on climate. Ozone is one of the greenhouse gases
capable of absorbing incoming solar radiation, thus warming the climate.13-14
Quantifying the greenhouse gas potency of ozone is difficult because it is not
present in uniform concentrations across the globe. However, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) suggested the radiative
forcing of tropospheric ozone is about 25% that of carbon dioxide.3, 13 The
annual global warming potential of tropospheric ozone is between 918–1022
tons carbon dioxide equivalent/ton tropospheric ozone. This means on a permolecule basis, ozone in the troposphere has a radiative forcing effect roughly
1,000 times as strong as carbon dioxide. However, tropospheric ozone is a
short-lived greenhouse gas, which decays in the atmosphere much more
quickly than carbon dioxide. This means that over a 20 year span, the global
warming potential of tropospheric ozone is much less, roughly 62 to 69
tons carbon dioxide equivalent/ton tropospheric ozone. Because of its shortlived nature, tropospheric ozone does not have strong global effects, but has
very strong radiative forcing effects on regional scales. In fact, there are regions
of the world where tropospheric ozone has a radiative forcing up to 150%
of carbon dioxide.
Aerosols: Particulate matter (PM) are also known as aerosols. Aerosol are tiny
particles (<10μm) of solid or liquid suspended in air. Aerosol particle diameters
9

range from 0.01-10 µm. Aerosols affect human health, visibility and the global
atmosphere on a large scale. Increased mortality rates and other health
problems associated with particulate pollution was first demonstrated15 in the
early 1970s and have been reproduced many times since.2, 5-7 PM pollution is
estimated to cause 22,000-52,000 deaths per year in the United States (in
2000)16, whereas ~370,000 premature deaths were attributed to PM pollution
in Europe during 2005 and 3.22 million deaths globally in 2010 per the global
burden of disease collaboration.17 An increase in estimated annual exposure to
PM 2.5 of just 5 µg/m3 was linked with a 13% increased risk of heart attacks.
The effect of inhaling aerosols has been widely studied in humans and
animals and include asthma, lung cancer, cardiovascular disease, respiratory
diseases, premature delivery, birth defects, and premature death.7 The effect is
largely dependent on the size of the aerosol particles. Particles greater than 10
μm filter out in the nose and mouth via mucus or cilia, and are not as harmful.
Particles smaller than 2.5μm are capable of entering the lungs and reaching
the alveolus and bronchioles. Pope et al

6

indicated that breathing PM2.5 leads

to high plaque deposits in arteries, causing vascular inflammation
and atherosclerosis - a hardening of the arteries that reduces elasticity, which
can lead to heart attacks and other cardiovascular problems. A 2014 metaanalysis reported that long-term exposure to particulate matter is linked to
coronary events.18

10

The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated in 2005 that "Fine
particulate air pollution (PM(2.5)), causes about 3% of mortality from
cardiopulmonary disease, about 5% of mortality from cancer of the trachea,
bronchus, and lung, and about 1% of mortality from acute respiratory
infections in children under 5 years, worldwide."2 Short-term exposure at
elevated concentrations can significantly contribute to heart disease. Nawrot et
al

19

showed that traffic exhaust is the single most serious preventable cause

of heart attack in the general public, the cause of 7.4% of all attacks.
Lastly, particles smaller than 100nm are the most dangerous of all.
Nanoparticles can pass through cell membranes and migrate into other
organs, including the brain. Particles emitted from modern diesel
engines (commonly referred to as Diesel Particulate Matter or DPM) are
typically in the size range of 100 nanometers (0.1 micrometer).

8

Aerosols have both direct and indirect effects on the climate. Aerosols are
responsible for cloud formation in the atmosphere; without aerosols there
would be no clouds. Clouds are estimated to reflect ~60% of incoming solar
radiation causing the planet to cool; this is the indirect effects of aerosols. The
most direct effect of aerosols is reduced visibility as aerosol particle can scatter,
reflect or absorb incoming solar radiation. Whether the particle will absorb,
scatter, or reflect incoming radiation depends on the particle composition.
Aerosol particles made of carbon and VOC tend to absorb incoming solar
radiation. Water based secondary aerosol particles are capable of reflecting
11

incoming solar radiation. The extent of warming or cooling of aerosol particles
is a subject of much research. The latest IPCC report13 released in November
2014 predicts the effect of aerosol on the climate is towards cooling. The reason
associated with the IPCC prediction is due to the indirect effects of the
aerosols. Thereby, aerosols are the most important aspect of climate that can
counter the global warming effect.
1.3 Radical–Water Complexes and their Effects on the Climate
Although radicals are found in much smaller concentrations in the atmosphere
than carbon dioxide, water vapor, oxygen or nitrogen gas, they are very reactive
and as such are important components of air. Some of these radicals include
hydroperoxy radical (HO2), hydroxyl radical (OH), chlorine radical (Cl), and
alkyl radicals (R). Water molecules significantly influence the properties and
reactions of these radicals. In 1975, Hamilton20 discovered that water vapor
increases the self-reaction rate of HO2. Since then, numerous studies have
verified and refined the findings of this first study.21-27 The complete rate
expression, including the temperature and pressure dependence of this
reaction, was published in 1984.24 Hamilton’s original work stated that
enhancement of the HO2 self-reaction rate occurs with polar gases and
hypothesized that the increased reaction rate was caused by formation of a
complex between HO2 and H2O. Existence of an HO2-H2O complex has since
been experimentally verified by Suma et al.28 More recent studies have
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evaluated the equilibrium constant for the formation of the HO2-H2O complex
as well as the rate enhancement by NH3 and CH3OH.29-31
The catalytic effect of water has been discussed at length without
agreement on a general theory for predicting a change in the rate of specific
reactions in response to changes in water vapor concentration.32-38 Stockwell39
modeled the water vapor enhancement of the HO2 self-reaction as it affects
atmospheric HOx and O3 budgets, and predicted decreased concentrations of
HO2 and H2O2 under saturated water conditions and thereby decreasing the O3
concentration. The concentrations of O3 and HOx were previously overestimated
by as much as 75% at the surface and 30% at 10 km. Butkovskaya et al.40
recently showed that 50% relative humidity (4×1017 molecules cm-3 at 298 K),
displaced the branching ratio of the reaction of HO2 + NO away from NO2
production and increased the production of HNO3 by 800%. They hypothesized
that a water molecule complexed to HO2 serves as an energy sink and
consequently drives the formation of HNO3 at the expense of OH and NO2.
Although the HO2 self-reaction rate is increased by water, water has no
measurable effect on the self-reaction rate of methyl peroxy radical (CH3O2) or
the reaction of CH3O2 + HO2.37 The absence of catalysis by water is explained
by the small fraction of CH3O2 complexed with water, owing to the small
binding energy, calculated to be 8.8 kJ mol-1. At 100% relative humidity and
298 K, the percentage of CH3O2-H2O complex is only 0.02%, substantially less
than the 8–15% calculated for the HO2-H2O complex,41 which is calculated to
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be bound by 28.9 kJ mol-1. Recent computational work42 indicates that other
alkyl peroxy radicals can also complex with water vapor. Khan et al.43 in a
recent atmospheric global modeling study using the STOCHEM-CRI model,
predicted that as much as 17% of peroxy radicals in the upper troposphere
exist as compelxes. This dissertation reports studies on the effect of water
vapor on the self reaction of β-hydroxyethyl peroxy radical (β-HEP), a product
of ethylene oxidation. The effect of water vapor on the self-reaction rate of βHEP is discusssed in more detail in chapter 2.
The self reaction of peroxy radicals has two major product pathways. One
forms alkoxy radicals and the other forms aldehydes and alcohols as
products.44 It is difficult to measure the products formed experiemntally,
though some studies have been performed using FTIR as the detector.45
Various theoretical papers have been published that predict the mechanism
involved for both pathways.46-47 To the best of my knowledge no theoretical
studies have been performed on the effect of water vapor on the product
branching ratio of peroxy radical self reaction. Chapetr 3 discusses the effect of
water vapor on the self reaction of β-HEP. Ab initio calculations have been used
to predict the products of β-HEP self reaction in the presence and absence of
water vapor.
There are several forms of water found in the atmosphere including
gaseous water clusters, cloud droplets, and liquid aerosols. Hydrogen-bonding
interaction between free radicals and water molecules plays an important role
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in controlling the abundance and chemical behavior of free radicals in the
atmosphere. The behavior of free radical-molecule complexes are of interest to
the atmospheric chemist because radical reactions in the atmosphere can be
affected by the uptake of radicals by aqueous aerosols and cloud droplets.
Theoretically, it has been shown that, water cannot condense on its own to
form cloud condensation nuclei to initiate cloud formation. It would take 1054
seconds to form a water droplet in 1cm3 at 200% relative humidity. Nucleation
theory10 suggests that this is because of the surface energy barrier for
formation of a water cluster. This barrier is greatly reduced in the presence of
an aerosol particle, ion or a surface on which water molecules can condense. I
hypothesize that HO2 radical, like neutral molecules or ions, can also lower the
energy barrier to form a water cluster. Previous computational work has
shown that HO2 radical, due to its strong dipole moment, has a polarizing
effect on clusters that form around a nucleus composed of an HO2 radical.
Due to its strong polarizing effect in small water clusters (n < 20), it is theorized
that HO2 will serve as a better nucleating agent than just a cluster of water
because thermodynamically it is easier to “attach” additional water to a
polarized cluster. We believe that HO2 radical, which is highly acidic, will react
with the surrounding polar water molecules and form hydrogen bonds. This
would lead to formation of HO2-H2O complex, which would act as the
nucleating seed for the nucleation process to begin for the formation of the
aerosol particle, as predicted by nucleation theory. This is discussed in more
detail in chapter 4.
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Aerosol production via homogenous nucleation is enhanced 100-1000
times in the presence of a base like ammonia.48 It is assumed that an acid-base
reaction forms a strong complex, which acts as the critical cluster to initiate
the nucleation process. To understand the role of ammonia and its radicals
(NH2 and NH) on acid nucleation ab initio calculations were used to predict the
complex forming capacity of various acids in the atmosphere including sulfuric
acid, nitric acid, formic acid and acetic acid. This is work is published in the
Journal of chemical physics and is presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Water Vapor Enhancement of Rates of Peroxy Radical Reactions
Disclaimer: The following chapter is presented here in its entirety (with minor
changes) from the published version of the paper in International Journal of
Chemical Kinetics. Kumbhani, S. R.; Cline, T. S.; Killian, M. C.; Clark, J. M.;
Keeton, W. J.; Hansen, L. D.; Shirts, R. B.; Robichaud, D. J.; Hansen, J. C.,
Water Vapor Enhancement of Rates of Peroxy Radical Reactions. International
Journal of Chemical Kinetics 2015, 47 (6), 395-409. Dr. Taylor Cline
constructed the equipment and made the measurements. I wrote the paper,
analyzed all the data and performed all the computations. Marie Killian, Dr.
Jared Clark and Will Keeton assisted with computations. Dr. Lee Hansen, Dr.
Randall Shirts, Dr. David Robichaud and Dr. Jaron Hansen reviewed and
edited the work.

Abstract
Peroxy radicals can complex with water vapor. These complexes affect
tropospheric chemistry. In this study, β-HEP (hydroxyethyl peroxy radical)
serves as a model system for investigating the effect of water vapor on the
kinetics and product branching ratio of the self reaction of peroxy radicals. The
self-reaction rate coefficient was determined at 274–296 K with water vapor
between 1.0×1015 and 2.5×1017 molecules cm-3 at 200 torr total pressure by
slow-flow laser flash photolysis coupled with UV time-resolved spectroscopy
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and long-path, wavelength modulated, diode-laser spectroscopy. The overall
self-reaction rate constant expressed as the product of both a temperature
dependent and water vapor dependent term is 𝑘𝑜 = 7.8 × 10−14 𝑒𝑒𝑒((8.3 ±

2.5 𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚𝑚)/R𝑇) + {(13.2 ± 1.56) × 10−44 × 𝑒𝑒𝑒((79.3 ± 17.18 𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚𝑚)/R𝑇) × [𝐻2 𝑂]}

suggesting formation of a β-HEP-H2O complex is responsible for the increase in
the self-reaction rate coefficient with increasing water concentration. Complex
formation is supported by computational results identifying three local energy
minima for the β-HEP-H2O complex. As the troposphere continues to get
warmer and wetter, more of the peroxy radicals present will be complexed with
water. Investigating the effect of water vapor on kinetics of atmospherically
relevant radicals and determining the effects of these altered kinetics on
tropospheric ozone concentrations is thus important.
2.1 Introduction
A direct relationship has been established between surface temperature
and tropospheric water vapor. As the Earth continues to warm and
tropospheric water vapor increases, water mediated chemistry has the potential
to perturb the chemistry of the troposphere.9, 49 Organic peroxy radicals (RO2)
are intermediates in the oxidation of hydrocarbons and are precursors for
tropospheric ozone formation.8 This work provides experimental evidence for an
increased self-reaction rate of the organic peroxy radical, hydroxyethyl peroxy
radical (β-HEP; HOCH2CH2O2), in the presence of water vapor. β-HEP is a
derivative of ethylene and plays a significant role in tropospheric chemistry.
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Ethylene is released both naturally from vegetation and from combustion of
wood and fossil fuels with an estimated total emission of 18–25 Tg yr-1.50 A
typical urban environment contains 50 µg m-3 of ethylene with peak
concentrations up to 1000 µg m-3 during high traffic hours, whereas rural
environments range from 1–5 µg m-3. As the troposphere continues to get
warmer and wetter, more complexes with water will form, which in turn may
perturb the kinetics and product branching ratios of atmospherically important
reactions. For example, all unsaturated hydrocarbons will add OH across the
double bond, and the addition of O2 will produce β-hydroxy peroxy radicals.
Isoprenes and terpenes are two major examples of biogenic sources that will
produce β-hydroxy peroxy radicals. If β-HEP demonstrates a self-reaction rate
enhancement, we hypothesize that peroxy radicals formed from other
unsaturated hydrocarbons will also show enhanced rates with water vapor.
In 1975, Hamilton20 discovered that water vapor increases the selfreaction rate of hydroperoxy radical (HO2). Since then, numerous studies have
verified and refined the findings of this first study.21-27 The complete rate
expression, including the temperature and pressure dependence of this
reaction, was published in 1984.24 More recent studies have evaluated the
equilibrium constant for formation of the HO2-H2O complex as well as the rate
enhancement by NH3 and CH3OH.29-31 Hamilton’s original work stated that
enhancement of the HO2 self-reaction rate occurs with polar gases and
hypothesized that the increased reaction rate was caused by formation of a
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complex between HO2 and H2O. Existence of an HO2-H2O complex has since
been experimentally verified by Suma et al.28
The catalytic effect of water has been discussed at length without
agreement on a general theory for predicting a change in the rate of specific
reactions in response to changes in water vapor concentration.32-38 Stockwell39
modeled the water vapor enhancement of the HO2 self-reaction as it affects
atmospheric HOx and O3 budgets, and predicted decreased concentrations of
HO2 and H2O2 under saturated water conditions and thereby decreasing the O3
concentration. The concentrations of O3 and HOx were previously overestimated
by as much as 75% at the surface and 30% at 10 km. Butkovskaya et al.40
recently showed that 50% relative humidity (4×1017 molecules cm-3 at 298 K),
displaced the branching ratio of the reaction of HO2 + NO away from NO2
production and increased the production of HNO3 by 800%. They hypothesized
that a water molecule complexed to HO2 serves as an energy sink and
consequently drives formation of HNO3 at the expense of OH and NO2.
Although the HO2 self-reaction rate is increased by water, water has no
measurable effect on the self-reaction rate of methyl peroxy radical (CH3O2) or
the reaction of CH3O2 + HO2.37 The absence of catalysis by water is explained
by the small fraction of CH3O2 complexed with water owing to the small binding
energy, calculated to be 8.8 kJ mol-1. At 100% relative humidity and 298 K, the
percentage of CH3O2-H2O complex is only 0.02%, substantially less than the 8–
15% calculated for the HO2-H2O complex,41 which is calculated to be bound by
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28.9 kJ mol-1. This is comparable to the binding energy calculated for the βHEP-H2O complex (27.4 kJ mol-1). Recent computational work42 indicates that
other alkyl peroxy radicals can also complex with water vapor. Khan et al.43 in
a recent atmospheric global modeling study using the STOCHEM-CRI model,
predicted that as much as 17% of peroxy radicals in the upper troposphere can
exist as compelxes.
β-HEP serves as a model system for investigating the possible role of
water vapor in perturbing the kinetics and product branching ratios of other
alkyl peroxy radicals. For water vapor enhancement to be observed, a
significant portion of reactants must form a radical-molecule complex.51-52 βHEP is chosen as a model radical to test the theory that strongly hydrogenbonded complexes increase the rate of self-reaction. Clark et al.42 demonstrated
that the optimized structure predicted for the β-HEP-H2O complex is stabilized
by the formation of two intermolecular hydrogen bonds, as is the HO2-H2O
complex. The self-reaction rate constant of β-HEP has previously been
established in several studies.53-61 However, the kinetics of the effects of water
vapor on the self reaction of β-HEP has not been studied. Khan et al.43
concluded in their modeling study “ the reaction between RO2.H2O and NO,
RO2/HO2 are worthy of investigation.”
This study presents experimental evidence for the catalytic effect of water
vapor on the β-HEP self-reaction. We derive an empirical equation from
experimental measurements expressing the β-HEP self-reaction rate constant
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as a function of temperature and water vapor. High level ab initio calculations
are used to calculate the equilibrium constant for the formation of the β-HEPH2O complex. The temperature range and water vapor concentrations were
chosen because of their significance to conditions in the troposphere.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Computational Methods
Gaussian 0362 was used to compute the equilibrium constant for
complexation of β-HEP with H2O. Both harmonic and anharmonic vibrational
frequencies and rotational constants of both the β-HEP molecule and the βHEP-H2O complex were optimized with the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ method and
basis set. The energies were refined by performing single-point energy
calculations with the MP2 and CCSD(T) methods. One global minimum and
one local minimum structure were identified for the β-HEP molecule. These
structures are shown in Figure 2. One global and two local minima energy
structures for β-HEP-H2O (Figure 3) complex were identified by Gaussian
optimizations through Random Constrained Sampling (RCS) methodology33 (see
Figure 2). The energies of each local and global minimum energy structure were
zero-point energy corrected and basis set superposition error corrected63 from
energies calculated with the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ method and basis set in
Gaussian 03. All local minima with energies within kT (2.5 kJ/mol) of the
global minimum geometry have measurable probability of being populated at
room temperature, and therefore all the geometries were used in the
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equilibrium constant calculation. Appendix 2 includes the Cartesian
coordinates of all the geometries in the chapter.

Figure 2 Optimized geometries of β-HEP. Bond lengths reported in Angstroms
-

2.2.1.1 Partition function calculations
From the Gaussian 03 calculations, the partition function of each

conformation of each molecule was calculated according to the theory by
McQuarrie and Simon.43 The overall partition function for a molecule is
approximated by the product of its translational, rotational, electronic, and
vibrational partition functions, which are assumed to be separable. The
expressions for the translational, rotational, and electronic partition functions
are:

V (2πmkT )
q =
h3

3/2

T
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(Eq 1)

where V is the volume of the reaction cell, m is the mass of the molecule, k is
Boltzmann's constant, h is Planck's constant, and T is temperature;
3/2

1/2

 kT   π 
q =

 
 hc   ABC 
R

(Eq 2)

where c is the speed of light and A, B, and C are the rotational constants of the
molecule;

q E = ge − E/( RT )

(Eq 3)

where g is the degeneracy of the electronic ground state and E is the zero-point
energy of the ground vibrational state. Note that the energy in the partition
function for all molecules and geometries must be in reference to the same
reference energy.
-

2.2.1.2 Vibrational partition function
The vibrational partition function for a molecule is the product of the

partition functions for each of its vibrational modes, assuming that the normal
vibrational modes of the molecule are independent. The partition function of a
vibrational mode can be calculated as the sum of the contributions from each
vibrational state,
qV = ∑e
v
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− β Ev

(Eq 4)

where β = (kT)-1. The energies of the vibrational states can be calculated
according to several models for the vibrational motions. In this calculation, the
harmonic oscillator, Morse oscillator, and hindered rotor models were used for
each mode according to the model that best approximated the vibrational
motion of the mode.

Figure 3 Optimized geometries of β-HEP-H2O. Bond lengths reported in
angstroms.
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2.2.1.3 Harmonic oscillator
A harmonic approximation assumes that the energy levels of a

vibrational mode are equally spaced. This approximation is accurate for the
lowest vibrational states and therefore can be made when only the ground and
first excited states are occupied. For a harmonic oscillator, equation 4 becomes

qV = ∑e − βvhcν =
~

v

1
~
1 − e − βhcν

(Eq 5)

where ν~ is the fundamental frequency of the vibrational mode. In this
calculation, the fundamental anharmonic frequency calculated in Gaussian
was used for ν~ .
-

2.2.1.4 Morse oscillator
A Morse oscillator can be used to model vibrational modes that are

dissociative. A harmonic oscillator model assumes that all vibrational states
are equally spaced and does not account for the possibility that a bond can
dissociate with sufficient energy. Therefore, the partition function based on the
harmonic oscillator tends to underestimate the true partition function of the
mode. The Morse oscillator accounts for the decreasing spacing between the
vibrationally excited states and eventually the dissociation of the bond. The
energy levels for the Morse oscillator potential are given by,
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1
1


G (v) = ν e  v +  + xe  v + 
2
2



2

(Eq 6)

where νe is the fundamental harmonic vibrational frequency, v is the
vibrational quantum number, and xe is the diagonal element of the X-matrix
corresponding to the vibrational mode. If xe is negative, the bond will eventually
dissociate, whereas if xe is positive there are infinitely many bound states. The
*
bond will dissociate when G(v) achieves a maximum, or at v = −

νe 1
− .
2 xe 2

*
Therefore, at the highest energy bound state, vmax = v  and there are N = vmax

+1 bound states. For some states, if the vibration primarily involved the
stretching of a hydrogen bond,

~x was calculated from the dissociation energy
e

for the breaking of the hydrogen bond, D,

~x = − ν e
e
4D
2

(Eq 7)

ν

e
N was then calculated as − ~ and rounded to the nearest integer. The
2x
e

partition function was then calculated,

V

q =

vmax

∑e

− hc ( G ( v ) −G (0)/( kT )

v=0

from

~x to calculate G(v) and G(0).
e
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(Eq 8)

-

2.2.1.5 Hindered rotor
A hindered rotor model was used to model vibrations that involve the

rotation of a functional group on the molecule. The calculation of the partition
function for a hindered rotor vibration was based on McClurg et al.42

1/2

 rπ  − r/(2θ )  r 
θ = θHO 
I0  
 e
 2θ 
θ 
V

where

(Eq 9)

qHO is the partition function calculated as a harmonic oscillator using

the fundamental harmonic frequency , and r and θ are defined as

r=

θ=

kT


2 Iw

2I
w

(Eq 10)

(Eq 11)

where w is the barrier height for the hindered rotor (for this complex, the
strength of one or two hydrogen bonds), and I is the moment of inertia for the
rotation.
-

2.2.1.6 Local minima weighting
Three local minimum geometries for the complex and two local minimum

geometries for β-HEP are all accessible at room temperature. Therefore the
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partition function for each of these geometries contributes to the overall
equilibrium constant for complex formation. The partition function for a
molecule is
q = ∑e

− βEi /( kT )

(Eq 12)

i

where i denotes all of the states for the molecule. Therefore the partition
functions for β-HEP-H2O and β-HEP are equal to the sums of the partition
functions for each of the local minimum geometries if they have a common
reference energy. Therefore, the equilibrium constant for the complex formation
is equal to
q[ HEP − H 2O ] + q[ HEP − H 2O ] + q[ HEP − H 2O ]
1

Ke =
(

2

V

q[ HEP ] + q[ HEP ]
1

V

2

)×(

3

q[ H 2 O ]
V

(Eq 13)
)

2.2.2 Instrumentation
Figure 4 shows the principal components and layout of the experimental
apparatus. The photolysis cell is 244 cm long including the end boxes (20 cm ×
18 cm) used to house long-pass Herriott cell optics. The end boxes support the
glass photolysis cell and are purged with nitrogen to protect optical surfaces
from corrosive gases. The Pyrex cylindrical reaction tube (187 cm in length, 5.1
cm in diameter) between the end boxes constitutes the effective path length for
photolysis and absorption experiments. The reaction tube is surrounded by a
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Pyrex jacket through which methanol, or a glycol/water mixture is circulated
for temperature regulation.
All gases are precooled or heated before entering the reaction cell by a jacketed
long-path manifold that is either cooled with methanol or heated with a
glycol/water mixture. K-type thermocouples placed at both ends of the cell
monitor the temperature of the system. Typically, less than 1°C difference
occurs between the gases entering and exiting the cell. CaF2 windows are used
at both ends of the cell to transmit both UV and IR light over the range of
interest. Kinematically mounted mirrors in the optical path of the system make
it possible to switch between UV and IR detection methods without changing
the position and alignment of the flow cell, light sources and detectors. A purge
box placed over the IR and UV optics in the path where the excimer-light and
D2-light intersect is purged with a steady flow of nitrogen to reduce production
of ozone formed by photolysis of O2 outside the cell by the excimer laser. Gas
mixtures of N2/O2/2-chloroethanol/H2O flow continuously through calibrated
Teledyne-Hastings (HFC series) flow controllers at a total flow rate of 14,000
standard cm3 min-1 (sccm). 2-chloroethanol (99% pure) was purchased from
Aldrich and used without further purification. Compressed N2 and O2 cylinders
(99%) were obtained from Airgas. Pressure was maintained at 200 Torr total
pressure and measured with an MKS-Baratron 690A pressure transducer.
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Figure 4 Schematic of UV/flash-photolysis system for kinetic measurements.
2.3. Methods
2.3.1 Radical Generation and Measurement
Flash photolysis/UV absorption spectroscopy was used to create and
monitor β-HEP. β-HEP was formed in the reaction cell by introducing a gas
mixture containing typically 6.1×1018 molecules cm-3 of N2, 6.6×1017 molecules
cm-3 of O2, and 1−6×1015 molecules cm-3 of 2-chloroethanol (HOCH2CH2Cl).
HOCH2CH2Cl was introduced into the gas mixture via dual 100-mL bubblers in
series with N2 at 2000 sccm as the carrier gas. The amount of HOCH2CH2Cl is
approximate, other gases were metered. Two bubblers in series provide time for
carrier N2 to be saturated with HOCH2CH2Cl. The temperature of the bubblers
was maintained by immersion in a constant temperature bath maintained at
303 K through use of resistive heaters and a PID controller. Total flow rate was
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maintained at 14,000 sccm, resulting in a residence time of ~4 s in the reaction
cell. A 15 ns pulse from the ArF excimer laser (LamdaPhysik, model
EMG201MSC) at 193 nm and energy of 200 to 400 mJ pulse-1 photolyzes an
area 2.5 cm wide by 1 cm high. The excimer was fired at 0.33 Hz, allowing for a
mostly fresh (~95%) mixture of gas to be probed with every laser shot. The
pulse photolyzed a small fraction of the HOCH2CH2Cl molecules to produce
HOCH2CH2 and Cl radicals.59, 64 Subsequent reaction of HOCH2CH2 radical
with O2 produced the β-HEP radical. The initial measured concentration of βHEP radical is 3−6×1013 molecules cm-3 depending on the concentration of
HOCH2CH2Cl and the intensity of the excimer laser pulse. Along with β-HEP
formed by the cleavage of the C-Cl bond in HOCH2CH2Cl, trace amounts of
derivatives of β-HEP are made by dissociation of a C-H or C-O bond in
HOCH2CH2Cl. Based on the bond dissociation energies for C-H, C-O and C-Cl
bonds in HOCH2CH2Cl, other peroxy radicals including ClCH(O2)CH2OH,
ClCH2CH(O2)COH and ClCH2CH2O2 are < 0.01% of the β-HEP radical
concentration.
Time-resolved detection of the β-HEP radical is done by directing the
output from a 30-Watt D2 lamp (Oriel model 60010) through the center of the
reaction cell. The excimer laser photolysis beam is aligned coaxially with the
UV probe beam using dielectric mirrors that reflect a 30-nm wide band
centered on the 193 nm photolysis beam while passing all other UV
wavelengths. UV light absorption is detected by a monochromator (Andor
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model SR-303i-B with a 1800 mm-1 or 600 mm-1 grating, depending on the
light intensity, which decreases with decreasing wavelength in the D2 lamp),
and either an intensified and gated CCD camera (Andor model CCD30-11) or a
photomultiplier tube (PMT Sens-Tech P30A-14).
The CCD was used in exploratory experiments to identify the major
species present. The CCD measured absorption over a wide wavelength range,
from 220 to 350 nm, enabling identification of secondary chemistry products.
Absorption data at many wavelengths permits a least-squares fit to determine
multiple species present in the reaction cell. Time resolved data were collected
with the CCD by varying the delay from 1 to 10 ms after the excimer laser was
fired. The CCD integrated a 5 µs window after the laser was fired, and 500
shots of the laser were averaged to achieve a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.
These experiments are time-consuming because measurement of a decay of βHEP requires a minimum of 30 delay times to achieve a reproducible fit. At
0.33 Hz, 12 h are needed to obtain a single fit to the self-reaction decay.
Because of the fast response, the kinetic data for the β-HEP self-reaction
reported here were collected exclusively with the PMT. The PMT together with a
monochromator and notch filters with selected wavelengths of 220, 230, and
254 nm (Figure 5 adapted from previously published data58, 65-67) were used to
collect kinetic data. The PMT collected data at 30 MHz after the excimer laser
was fired. Deconvolution of species concentrations from the total absorption
data collected by the PMT requires a decay curve to be collected at each of the
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three wavelengths. Sufficient signal to noise was obtained by averaging 300–
400 shots of the excimer laser. Dark counts were recorded before each shot,
and I0 was taken as the signal prior to the next laser pulse. Collection of dark
counts, blank (I0) and response (I) was controlled through a LabVIEW routine
written in-house.

Figure 5 Plot of absorption cross sections of β-HEP, O3, and HO2 used to fit
absorption data to obtain the concentration of each species. The bars
superimposed over the plot are bandpass filters used to select the specific
wavelengths used for data analysis.
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After collecting decay curves at each of the three wavelengths,
recommended cross sections were used from the MPI-Mainz UV-VIS spectral
atlas of gaseous molecules65 to determine concentrations of O3, HO2 and β-HEP
by a least-squares fit (See section 2.3.4). The β-HEP self-reaction rate
constants and β-HEP concentration at time zero were obtained by fitting timedependent concentrations to a system of differential equations defined by the
reactions listed in Table 1.
2.3.2 Water Vapor Generation and Measurement
Water vapor was introduced into the reaction cell by passing N2 carrier
gas through a bubbler immersed in a constant temperature bath. The amount
of water vapor in the reaction cell was controlled by both the temperature of
the water and the percentage of total flow of the carrier gas passing through
the bubbler. The water vapor concentration was varied between 1.0×1015 and
2.3×1017 molecules cm-3. Water vapor concentration was held constant during
each experiment, varying no more than ±8% over the 8 h duration of an
experiment.
Wavelength modulated IR diode laser spectroscopy was used to quantify
the water vapor in the cell. Figure 4 shows the IR system components. IR light
was scanned over a narrow frequency band (100 Hz) centered at the 6790.65
cm-1 line such that the entire peak of the selected rovibrational transition of
water vapor was observed. The IR beam was produced by a New Focus TLB6326 tunable diode laser with a line width of < 300 kHz. With the use of
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Herriott cell optics, the IR beam was passed five times through the reaction cell
and finally directed towards an IR 1-GHz low-noise photoreceiver (New Focus
1611). The signal from the detector was synchronized with the 100 Hz
modulation frequency and visualized and recorded by a digital oscilloscope
(TeKtronix model TDS 3024B). Data were processed and converted from
absorption measurements to concentrations with a LabVIEW routine.
Absorption line strengths were obtained from the HITRAN68 database and
converted to cross sections.
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Table 1 Reactions used to fit β-HEP decays to obtain the self-reaction rate
constant.
#

k(cm3 molecule-1 s-1)

Reaction

% difference
in kobs & k’ Ref #

1.1

HOCH2CH2O2 + HOCH2CH2O2 →

from fit

0

--

from fit

0

--

2 HOCH2CH2O + O2
1.2

HOCH2CH2O2 + HOCH2CH2O2 →
HOCH2CH2OH + HOCH2CHO + O2

1.3

HOCH2CH2O2 + HO2 → HOCH2CH2OOH + O2

1.0 × 10-11

0

36

1.4

HOCH2CH2O + O2→ HOCH2CHO + HO2

5.0 × 10-26 e(-34.92 kJ/RT)

0

38

1.5

HO2 + HO2 → H2O2 + O2

2.2 × 10-13 e(4.99 kJ/RT)

0

38

1.6

HOCH2 + O2 → CH2O + HO2

9.6 × 10-12

0

25

1.7

HO2 + O3 → HO + 2O2

1.1 × 10-14 e(-4.16 kJ/RT)

0

13

1.8

HO2 + Cl → O2 + HCl

1.8 × 10-11 e(-1.41 kJ/RT)

0

13

1.9

Cl + O3 →ClO + O2

2.8 × 10-11 e(-2.80 kJ/RT)

±1.1

13

1.10

O + O2 → O3

2.81 × 10-12

±0.3

13

1.11

Cl + ClCH2CH2OH → OHCH2CH2O2 + HCl

3.08 × 10-11

±0.9

38*

1.12

Cl + ClCH2CH2OH → HO2 + HCl + CH3CHO

3.08 × 10-11

±0.2

38*

1.13

HO2 + OH → H2O + O2

4.8 × 10-11 e(2.08 kJ/RT)

0

13

1.14

OH + O → O2 + H

3.59 × 10-11

0

13

1.15

Cl + Cl → Cl2

1.46 × 10-13

0

13

1.16

O + HO2 → OH + O2

5.8 × 10-11

0

13

1.17

OH + ClO → ClOOH

1.46 × 10-11

0

38

1.18

H + O2 + M → HO2 + M

5.4 × 10-32

0

38

1.19

H + O3 → OH + O2

2.84 × 10-11

0

38

1.20

Cl + O2 → ClOO

9.11 × 10-15

0

13
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2.3.3 β-HEP Self-Reaction Kinetics Measurement
The experimental set-up was tested and calibrated by measuring the β–
HEP self-reaction rate in the absence of water vapor. The dry rate constant
measured was (2.25±0.15) × 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 at 296 K, which is within
the experimental uncertainity of the recommended NIST evaluation value,
(2.31 ± 0.3)×10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 (see Figure 6)
The self-reaction of β-HEP follows two product branches, reactions 2.1 and 2.2
𝑘1

HOCH2CH2O2 + HOCH2CH2O2 �� 2 HOCH2CH2O + O2
𝑘2

HOCH2CH2O2 + HOCH2CH2O2 �� HOCH2CH2OH + HOCH2CHO + O2

(2.1)

(2.2)

The overall loss of β-HEP from both reactions was measured in these
experiments. The observed rate constant, kobs, is the overall rate constant
representing the following four elementary reactions:
𝑘3

HOCH2CH2O2 + HOCH2CH2O2 �� Products

(2.3)

HOCH2CH2O2 + H2O = HOCH2CH2O2-H2O

(2.4)

𝑘5

HOCH2CH2O2-H2O + HOCH2CH2O2 �� Products
𝑘6

HOCH2CH2O2-H2O + HOCH2CH2O2-H2O �� Products
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(2.5)

(2.6)

193 nm light was used to initiate production of β-HEP, but O2 is also
photolyzed to form singlet oxygen atoms that combine with O2 to form ozone.
The absorption cross section of ozone overlaps strongly with the cross section
of β-HEP and HO2 (Figure 5)(postulated to be formed due to undesirable
secondary chemistry), causing an interference with direct absorption
measurements. However, O2 could not be excluded from the reaction gas
mixture because O2 is essential for the production of β-HEP and is used to
convert HOCH2CH2 to β-HEP. Smaller flow rates of O2 into the reaction mixture
lengthened the conversion time of HOCH2CH2 into β-HEP, and unwanted
secondary chemistry of HOCH2CH2 increased. Higher concentrations of O2 in
the reaction cell led to increased production of O3 that complicated the analysis
due to the overlapping absorption spectrum of O3 with β-HEP. To reduce ozone
formation and minimize unknown chemistry between O(1D) radicals and other
species while still producing β-HEP in less than 30 µs, the O2 concentration
was decreased until the β-HEP concentration was 3-6 times the detection limit.
The ozone concentration was between 3-5 × 1016 molecules cm-3 in the
experiment.
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Figure 6 Comparison of the measured β-HEP self-reaction rate constant in the
absence of water vapor as a function of temperature with the Atkinson et al.61
(NIST) published values. NIST values represented as solid line in the figure.

Detection of β-HEP decays was begun 1 ms after the photolysis laser
fired because residual reflections from the photolysis pulse interfered with
detection by the PMT. Because photolysis of HOCH2CH2Cl can form HO2,27, 61,
69-70

absorption of HO2 was also considered. Three collection wavelengths at

220, 230, and 254 nm provide sufficient data for a least-squares fit to obtain
the concentrations of O3, HO2, and β-HEP (see section 2.3.4 for the equations
used for the least squares fit and Figure 7A and 7B for typical decay curves). At
each condition, multiple decay curves were measured until kobs was within the
95% confidence interval of the mean.
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Figure 7 (A) Representative data collected at the three wavelengths (nm) 220
(green), 230 (red), and 254 (black). (B) A typical fit to the measured decay.
Typically, 9 to 34 β-HEP decay curves were collected at different initial β-HEP
concentrations at each water vapor and temperature condition. The HO2
concentration was always found to be below the detection limit (~1 × 1013
molecules cm-3)(i.e. the detection limit of the CCD and PMT was 0.006
absorbance units, therefore the detection limit for [HO2] at 220nm=[0.006 ÷
(3.16×10-18 cm2/molecule × 187 cm)]=1×1013 molecule/cm3), and thus the
least-squares fit was reduced to a two-parameter least-squares fit (Eqn 14)
Derivation of Equation 14 is shown below.
𝑂

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝐴𝑥 = 𝑏 (𝜎𝑥 3 [𝑂3] + 𝜎𝑥

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻])

were b=pathlength, σ=cross section, A=absorbance and 𝑥=220, 234 and
254nm.
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(Eqn 14)

2.3.4 Derivation of Equation 14
From the Beer-Lambert Law, where b is pathlength, σ is absorption cross
section, and [ ] indicates concentrations

𝐴220 = 𝑏 �

𝑂

𝐻𝐻

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

3
𝜎220
[𝑂3 ] + 𝜎2202 [𝐻𝐻2 ] + 𝜎220

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻−𝐻2 𝑂
𝜎220
[𝛽

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻] +

− 𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝐻2 𝑂]

�
(Eqn 15)

𝐴230 = 𝑏 �

𝑂

𝐻𝐻

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

3
[𝑂3 ] + 𝜎2302 [𝐻𝐻2 ] + 𝜎230
𝜎230

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻−𝐻2 𝑂
𝜎230
[𝛽

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻] +

− 𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝐻2 𝑂]

�
(Eqn 16)

𝐴254 = 𝑏 �

𝑂

𝐻𝐻

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

3
𝜎254
[𝑂3 ] + 𝜎2542 [𝐻𝐻2 ] + 𝜎254

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻−𝐻2 𝑂
𝜎254
[𝛽

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻] +

− 𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝐻2 𝑂]

�
(Eqn 17)

Since the cross section of the β-HEP-H2O complex is unknown, we assume
𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻−𝐻2 𝑂

𝜎𝑥

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

= 𝑓𝑥 𝜎𝑥

(Eqn 18)

Where 𝑓𝑥 ≥ 0 and 𝑥 = 200 − 400 nm.
Substituting Equation 18 into the last two terms of equation Eqn 15, 16 and
17 yields,
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𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝜎𝑥

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻] +

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻−𝐻2 𝑂
[𝛽
𝜎𝑥

− 𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝐻2 𝑂]

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

= 𝜎𝑥

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻] + 𝑓𝑥 𝜎𝑥

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝐻2 𝑂]
(Eqn 19)

The equilibrium constant for the formation of the β-HEP-H2O complex is,
𝐾 =

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝐻2 𝑂]
[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻][𝐻2 𝑂]

Solving for β-HEP-H2O gives,
[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝐻2 𝑂] = 𝐾[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻][𝐻2 𝑂]
(Eqn 20)
Substituting Equation Eqn 20 into Eqn 19 yields,
𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝜎𝑥

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻] +

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻−𝐻2 𝑂
𝜎𝑥
[𝛽

− 𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝐻2 𝑂]
𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

Factoring out 𝜎𝑥

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝜎𝑥

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

= 𝜎𝑥

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝑃

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻] + 𝑓𝑥 𝐾𝜎𝑥

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻][𝐻2 𝑂]

(Eqn 21)

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻] yields Equation 22

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻] +

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻−𝐻2 𝑂
𝜎𝑥
[𝛽

− 𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝐻2 𝑂]

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

= 𝜎𝑥

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻][1 + 𝑓𝑥 𝐾[𝐻2 𝑂]]
(Eqn 22)

Thus the equations for absorbance at 220, 230 and 254 reduce to,
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𝑂3
𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻
𝐻𝐻
𝐴220 = 𝑏�𝜎220
[𝑂3 ] + 𝜎2202 [𝐻𝐻2 ] + 𝜎220 [𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻]{1 + 𝑓220 𝐾[𝐻2 𝑂]}�

(Eqn 23)
𝑂3
𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻
𝐻𝐻
𝐴230 = 𝑏�𝜎230
[𝑂3 ] + 𝜎2302 [𝐻𝐻2 ] + 𝜎230 [𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻]{1 + 𝑓230 𝐾[𝐻2 𝑂]}�

(Eqn 24)

𝑂3
𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻
𝐻𝐻
𝐴254 = 𝑏�𝜎254
[𝑂3 ] + 𝜎2542 [𝐻𝐻2 ] + 𝜎254 [𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻]{1 + 𝑓254 𝐾[𝐻2 𝑂]}�

(Eqn 25)

If, 0 ≤ 𝑓220 , 𝑓230 , 𝑓254 ≤ 10, the product of 𝑓220 𝐾[𝐻2 𝑂], 𝑓230 𝐾[𝐻2 𝑂], 𝑓254 𝐾[𝐻2 𝑂] ≈ 0.
Thus the observed β-HEP concentration in this experiment is,

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻]𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = [𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻][1 + 𝑓𝑥 𝐾[𝐻2 𝑂]] ≈ [𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻]
(Eqn 26)
If 𝑓𝑥 =0, the two cross sections do not overlap and the observed signal in this

experiment is only due to β-HEP. If 𝑓𝑥 > 0 there is an overlap between the two

cross sections and the observed signal in this experiment is due to both β-HEP
and β-HEP-H2O complex. In either case, the equations to solve for the

concentrations of ozone, β-HEP and HO2 reduce to
𝑂

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝐻𝐻

3
𝐴220 = 𝑏�𝜎220
[𝑂3 ] + 𝜎2202 [𝐻𝐻2 ] + 𝜎220

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻]�
(Eqn 27)
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𝑂3
𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻
𝐻𝐻
𝐴230 = 𝑏�𝜎230
[𝑂3 ] + 𝜎2302 [𝐻𝐻2 ] + 𝜎230 [𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻]�

(Eqn 28)
𝑂3
𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻
𝐻𝐻
𝐴254 = 𝑏�𝜎254
[𝑂3 ] + 𝜎2542 [𝐻𝐻2 ] + 𝜎254 [𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻]�

(Eqn 29)
The HO2 concentration calculated by solving equation Eqn 27, 28, 29 was
always below our detection limit of 1×1013 molecules/cm3. Thus the general
form of the measured absorbance is given by Equation 14.
𝑂

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝐴𝑥 = 𝑏 (𝜎𝑥 3 [𝑂3] + 𝜎𝑥

[𝛽 − 𝐻𝐻𝐻])

(Eqn 14)

2.4 Results
2.4.1 β-HEP Self-Reaction Kinetics
Each curve was fit to a model composed of coupled differential equations
describing the reactions given in Table 1. Measured time-dependent
concentrations of β-HEP, and calculated concentrations (using the photon flux
and quantum yields of O2 and H2O photolysis) of oxygen atoms, hydrogen
atoms and hydroxy radicals are inputs to the model. The outputs are
concentration of β-HEP at time 0, the observed self-reaction rate of β-HEP
(kobs), and the HO2 concentration. Table 2 presents the results of all
experiments with 95% confidence intervals for [H2O], [β-HEP]0, and kobs at 274
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K, 280 K, 288 K, and 296 K. Figure 7a shows representative decays collected at
220, 230 and 254 nm. Figure 7b is a typical fit to the measured β-HEP decay.
The total experimental error in kobs ranges from 4 to 10% depending on
experimental temperature and concentrations of O3 and water vapor. This error
could be reduced by decreasing the amount of O2 in the cell, but, as noted
previously, reducing oxygen would not produce sufficient β-HEP.
Sensitivity of the kinetic model was done to determine the effects of
uncertainities in the rate constants on fiting kobs. The rate constants were
changed individually by ±30%, and the measured β-HEP decay curves were fit
to obtain an adjusted value for kobs, i.e. k’. This k’ was compared against the
kobs obtained from the fit of the experimental data with the original model.
These results are listed in Table 1 as the percent difference between kobs and k’.
For example, a 30% change in the rate constant of the O3 + Cl reaction leads to
a 1% change in calculated kobs. The uncertainty in kobs caused by uncertainities
in the reactions of the model is estimated to be 2.5% (see Table 1). The
sensitivity analysis shows that secondary chemistry is dominated by reactions
involving O3 and Cl radicals.
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Table 2 β-HEP rate constants as a function of H2O vapor concentration.
Temperature
in K

kobs (fit)
cm3 molecule-1
s-1/1×10-12

[β-HEP]0
molecules
cm-3/1×1013

3.77 ± 0.28

3.4 ± 0.1

1.57 ± 0.14

6.04 ± 0.48

4.5 ± 0.2

2.60 ± 0.13

8.14 ± 0.68

3.1 ± 0.2

9

3.32 ± 0.33

8.54 ± 0.71

2.9 ± 0.1

10

0.29 ± 0.13

4.16 ± 0.50

3.4 ± 0.2

17

2.10 ± 0.08

5.36 ± 0.42

4.0 ± 0.3

4.70 ± 0.25

5.70 ± 0.50

2.9 ± 0.2

14

5.86 ± 0.16

6.88 ± 0.67

3.6 ± 0.6

12

6.76 ± 0.23

8.47 ± 0.97

3.1 ± 0.3

9

0.20 ± 0.05

3.38 ± 0.17

3.9 ± 0.1

24

3.80 ± 0.10

4.09 ± 0.28

4.1 ± 0.7

8.21 ± 0.29

4.94 ± 0.28

4.7 ± 0.9

12

12.20 ± 0.07

6.20 ± 0.57

5.0 ± 0.6

16

0.18 ± 0.05

2.92 ± 0.18

3.1 ± 0.1

34

6.26 ± 0.20

3.67 ± 0.45

5.1 ± 0.3

11.80 ± 0.03

3.34 ± 0.46

5.3 ± 0.2

10

22.50 ± 0.07

4.16 ± 0.14

5.9 ± 0.3

12

[H2O]
molecules
cm-3/ 1×
1016
0.18 ± 0.08

274

280

288

295
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k3 (measured)
cm3molecule-1
s-1/1×10-12

# of Trails

21
2.82 ± 0.03

3.00 ± 0.13

2.5 ± 0.02

2.25 ± 0.15

12

13

10

16

In their HO2 and HO2-H2O study, Cox and Burrows,21 Kircher and
Sander,24 and Lii et al25 applied the assumption that HO2 and complex
absorption cross sections are not resolveable in the UV. But Aliosio et al,71
showed that the complex cross section in the UV is red shifted by 59nm, which
contradicts above assumption. Therefore, in this study, we account for both
complex and β-HEP cross section by assuming the following relationship,
𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻−𝐻2 𝑂

𝜎𝑥

𝛽−𝐻𝐻𝐻

= 𝑓𝑥 𝜎𝑥

(Eqn 18)

where x = 220, 230 and 254 and 𝑓𝑥 ≥ 0.
An expression that describes the water vapor dependence of the β-HEP selfreaction must include the reactions of β-HEP with both β-HEP and β-HEP-H2O
and the reaction of β-HEP-H2O with β-HEP-H2O. A reduced form of the rate law
is

k obs = k 3 + k 5 K [ H 2 O]

(Eqn 30)

where k3 and k5 are rate constants for reactions 2.3 and 2.5 respectively, and K
is the equilibrium constant for reaction 2.4 (See the following Section for a
derivation of Equation 30). The same expression has previously been used to
describe water vapor enhancement of the HO2 self reaction.
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Derivation of Equation 30
To derive Equation 30, we define the following variables (only for this section)
Concentration of un-complexed [β-HEP] = [𝑢]
Concentration of complexed β-HEP [β-HEP-H2O] = [𝑐]
Concentration of observed β-HEP = [𝑜]
Concentration of water = [𝑤]
Observed rate constant = 𝑘𝑜
From elementary reactions 2.3 and 2.5, the rate of loss of un-complexed β-HEP
is given by
𝑑[𝑢]
= −2𝑘3 [𝑢]2 − 𝑘5 [𝑢][𝑐]
𝑑𝑑

(Eqn 31)

From elementary reactions 2.5 and 2.6, the rate of loss of β-HEP-H2O is given
by
𝑑[𝑐]
= −𝑘5 [𝑢][𝑐] − 2𝑘6 [𝑐]2
𝑑𝑑

(Eqn 32)

To obtain k3,k5 and k6 as functions of ko we introduce the relationship,
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𝑑[𝑜]
= −2𝑘𝑜 [𝑜]2
𝑑𝑑

(Eqn 33)

Substituting equation 26 (the observed concentration of β-HEP in our
experiment) in equation 33 yields,
𝑑[𝑜]
= −2𝑘𝑜 ([𝑢][1 + 𝑓𝑓[𝑤])2
𝑑𝑑

= −2𝑘𝑜 [𝑢]2 ([1 + 𝑓𝑓[𝑤])2

(Eqn 34)

Adding Equations 31 and 32 gives the theoretically observed loss of β-HEP in
this experiment
𝑑[𝑢] 𝑑[𝑐]
𝑑[𝑜]
=
+
= −2𝑘3 [𝑢]2 − 2𝑘5 [𝑢][𝑐] − 2𝑘6 [𝑐]2
𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑

(Eqn 35)

Equating 34 and 35 gives,
−2𝑘𝑜 [𝑢]2 ([1 + 𝑓𝑓[𝑤])2 = −2𝑘3 [𝑢]2 − 2𝑘5 [𝑢][𝑐] − 2𝑘6 [𝑐]2

(Eqn 36)

The equilibrium constant for complex formation is given by

𝐾=
Thus,

[𝑐]
[𝑢][𝑤]

[𝑐] = 𝐾[𝑢][𝑤]
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(Eqn 37)

Substituting Equation 37 into Equation 36 gives,
−2𝑘𝑜 [𝑢]2 ([1 + 𝑓𝑓[𝑤])2 = −2𝑘3 [𝑢]2 − 2𝑘5 [𝑢]2 𝐾[𝑤] − 2𝑘6 [𝑢]2 [𝑤]2 𝐾 2

(Eqn 38)

Dividing Equation 38 by -2[𝑢]2 on both sides yields,
𝑘𝑜 ([1 + 𝑓𝑓[𝑤])2 = 𝑘3 + 𝑘5 [𝑢]𝐾[𝑤] + 𝑘6 [𝑢]2 [𝑤]2 𝐾 2
Solving for ko gives,

𝑘𝑜 =

𝑘3 + 𝑘5 [𝑢]𝐾[𝑤] + 𝑘6 [𝑢]2 [𝑤]2 𝐾 2
([1 + 𝑓𝑓[𝑤])2
(Eqn 39)

From calculated values of the equilibrium constant (Figure 9) and the slopes of
the experimental data (Figure 8), 𝑘6 [𝑢]2 [𝑤]2 𝐾 2 << 𝑘3 + 𝑘5 [𝑢]𝐾[𝑤]. Further within
the uncertainty, there is no evidence for curvature in data in Figure 8.

Also, if 𝑓 = 1 the cross section of β-HEP and the complex are equal then
1 + 𝑓𝑓[𝑤] ≈ 1. If 𝑓 = 0 the cross section of β-HEP and the complex are

distinguishable, then 1 + 𝑓𝑓[𝑤] = 1. In either case Equation 39 reduces to
Equation 30 in the manuscript as,

𝑘𝑜 = 𝑘3 + 𝑘5 𝐾[𝑤]
Rearranging Eqn 30 gives,
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(Eqn 30)

𝑘5
𝐾 [𝑤]}
𝑘3

𝑘𝑜 = 𝑘3 {1 +

(Eqn 39)
From the Arrhenius expression for the temperature dependence of the rate
coefficients and van’t Hoff equation for the temperature dependence of the
equilibrium constant,
−𝐸3

(Eqn 40a)

−𝐸5

(Eqn 40b)

𝑘3 = 𝐴3 𝑒 � 𝑅𝑅 �
𝑘5 = 𝐴5 𝑒 ( 𝑅𝑅 )
−∆𝐻

𝐾 = 𝐶 ∗ 𝑒 ( 𝑅𝑅 )

(Eqn 40c)

Substituting 40a, 40b, 40c into Equation 39 gives,

𝑘𝑜 = 𝑘3 {1 +
𝑘𝑜 = 𝑘3 {1 +
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−∆𝐻

𝐶𝑒 ( 𝑅𝑅 ) [𝑤]}

𝐴5 ∗ 𝐶 (−(∆𝐻+𝐸5 −𝐸3 )
𝑅𝑅
𝑒
[𝑤]}
𝐴3
(Eqn 41)

Combining parameters, A5C/A3 = A and (E5+∆H-E3)= E reduces Equation 41 to
Equation 42.
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−𝐸

𝑘𝑜 = 𝑘3 {1 + 𝐴𝑒 (𝑅𝑅) [𝑤]}

(Eqn 42)

Equation 42, which is a functional form of equation 30 was used to
obtain the temperature dependence of kobs. The measured kobs were fit with
Equation 42, which includes the contribution from the dry rate constant (k3),
the water vapor dependence, and the temperature dependence of the product,
k5K. Fits to the data in Figure 8 with Equation 42 are shown as solid lines. The
enhancement from water vapor in Equation 42 is taken from the data collected
in this work. The dry rate constant (k3) values from this work are at 4 different
temperatures only, therefore we have used the dry rate constant equation from
Atkinson's (NIST) evaluation61 of all previously available data on dry rates. Our
data agree with the NIST evaluation (see Figure 6). Kircher24 included a
pressure dependent term in the model for the HO2 self-reaction but no data for
the pressure dependence of the β-HEP self-reaction is currently available. The
best fit to the data in Figure 8 yields the following rate expression:

{

}

k obs (T , [ H 2 O]) = 7.8 × 10 −14 exp((8.3 ± 2.5kJ / mol ) / RT ) × 1 + (1.7 ± 0.2) × 10 −30 × [ H 2 O] × exp((71 ± 17 kJ / mol ) / RT )

= 7.8×10-14 ×exp�(8.3±2.5kJ/mol)/RT�+(13.2±1.56)×10-44 ×exp�(79.3±17.18kJ/mol)/RT�×[H2 O]

(Eqn 43)
In their investigation of the kinetics of the HO2 + HO2-H2O reaction,
Kanno et al.47 measured K and the rate constants independently. In this study,
the product of K and k5 is defined by the slopes of plots of kobs vs [H2O] at each
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temperature (see Equation 30 and Figure 8), and K and k5 are inseparable from
the data collected. Therefore, the equilibrium constant for the formation of the
β-HEP-H2O complex (K) was estimated from ab initio calculations, as described
previously in the computational method section 2.1. The calculated K values as
a function of temperature are given in Figure 9. The dashed lines around K in
figure 9 are the uncertainty limits in K assuming an uncertainty in β-HEP-H2O
complex binding energy of ±6.3 kJ mol-1.

Figure 8 Observed rate constant (kobs) for self-reaction of β-HEP versus water
vapor concentration. The lines represent the fit to the rate expression (Eqn 43)
describing the rate as a function of both water vapor concentration and
temperature.
Dividing the slopes (k5K) of the fits in Figure 8 by the calculated K yields k5
values as shown in Figure 9. The uncertainty in K propogates into the
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calculation of k5, shown as dashed lines in Figure 9. Since the calculated k5
values cannot be larger than the hard sphere collision rate constant shown by
the solid line in Figure 9, the calculated K values must be too small. Thus, the
true K values must be near the upper uncertainty limit, and consequently, the
k5 values must be near the lower uncertainty limit in Figure 9. Kanno et al.72
also found the ab initio calculated K values for the HO2-H2O complex to be an
order of magnitude smaller than their experimentally determined K values. This
Suggest that ab initio calulated values of K may in general be an order of
magnitude smaller than measured values of K for formation of radical-water
complexes. In any case, the rate constant for β-HEP + β-HEP-H2O (k5) is 1 to 3
orders of magnitude larger than that for β-HEP + β-HEP (See figure 8). To
better estimate the effects of water vapor on the β-HEP self-reaction, the
equilibrium consatnt K needs to be determined experimentally, but this is
beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure 9 Effect of temperature on K and wet rate constant k5. The solid line(—)
represents the change in the wet rate constant k5, and the dotted line (—•–)
represents the change in K. The dashed lines represent the uncertainty in K
and k5. The highlighted area represents the range of k5 values limited by the
hard sphere collision rate constant. Atkinson (NIST) evaluation61 for the dry
rate constant (-··-) as a function of temperature.

2.4.2 HO2 Production and Secondary Chemistry
The formation of some HO2 and Cl radicals in our experiments is inevitable.
Determining the concentration of HO2 and the secondary chemistry occuring
due to HO2 and Cl radicals is thus necessary. HOCH2CH2Cl has 3 nonequivalent hydrogen atoms, abstraction of either alcohol hydrogen or a
hydrogen alpha to the OH group leads to production of HO2.
Extraction of the alcohol hydrogen from HOCH2CH2Cl followed by reaction with
O2 leads to HO2 formation via the following reactions:
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HOCH2CH2Cl + Cl → OCH2CH2Cl + HCl

(2.7)

OCH2CH2Cl + O2 → HO2 + ClCH2CHO

(2.8)

The fate of the OCH2CH2Cl radical has not been investigated in the presence of
oxygen, but reactivity of the analogous OCH2CH3 radical in air has been
reported by Atkinson et al61. They reported a rate constant of 1.1×10-14 cm3
molecule-1 s-1 for extraction of the alpha hydrogen by molecular oxygen.
Extraction of an alpha hydrogen by a Cl atom followed by reaction with
molecular oxygen also produces HO2 radical via the following reactions:
HOCH2CH2Cl + Cl → HOCHCH2Cl + HCl
HOCHCH2Cl + O2 → HO2 + ClCH2CHO

(2.9)
(2.10)

Attack of a chlorine atom at a beta hydrogen produces 2-chloro-hydroxyethyl
peroxy radical.
HOCH2CH2Cl + Cl → HOCH2CHCl + HCl

(2.11)

HOCH2CHCl + O2 → HOCH2CH(O2)Cl

(2.12)

To address the question of the relative significance of these reactions, the
product branching ratio for extraction of the alcohol, alpha and beta hydrogen
was calculated using high level ab initio calculations. A slice of the potential
energy surface (PES) is included Figure 10.
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Figure 10 A slice of PES of Cl + ClCH2CH2OH reaction for a hydrogen
abstraction.
Extraction of an alpha hydrogen from HOCH2CH2Cl has the lowest energy
barrier (19 kJ mol-1) followed in energy by extraction of the beta hydrogen (37
kJ mol-1) and finally the alcohol hydrogen (100 kJ mol-1). The product
branching ratio and the rate constant reported by Garzon et al73 and Taatjes et
al74 for Cl + HOCH2CH3 were used as a surrogate for Cl + HOCH2CH2Cl owing
to the similar activation barriers reported (7, 18, 111 kJ mol-1). The kinetic
model in Table 1 includes the product branching ratios for the reaction of Cl +
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HOCH2CH2Cl and the other possible secondary chemistry reactions of Cl and
HO2 radical that are listed in Table 1. The model predicts the amount of HO2
formed in the reaction mixture and the amount of Cl atoms that are lost as a
function of time.
Reactions 1.8 and 1.15 in Table 1 both have large rate constants, but
make a negligible contribution to the loss of chlorine atoms because the
concentrations of Cl and HO2 are very small. Reaction 1.20 is a three-body
reaction, but because of the relative high concentration of O2 and the total
pressure in the cell, accounts for 3% of the loss of chlorine atoms. Aside from
the reactions of Cl with HOCH2CH2Cl (reactions 1.11 and 1.12) which account
for 52% of Cl atom loss, reaction 1.9 accounts for the largest loss of Cl atoms
(44%).
The effect of H and OH radicals on the HO2 concentration are also
included in the model. In this study, 193 nm light was used to initiate
photolysis of HOCH2CH2Cl in the cell. This wavelength of light is capable of
photolyzing both H2O and O2 in the cell, leading to formation of H, OH and O
radicals. The photon flux and quantum yields for photolysis of H2O and O2
predict the formation of 4.5×1013 molecules cm-3 of H and OH radicals from
H2O photolysis and 3.6×1016 molecules cm-3 of O atoms from photolysis of
molecular oxygen. These values were included as initial concentrations of H,
OH and O in the model. HO2 is formed in the cell from Reactions 1.4, 1.6, 1.12,
and 1.18. H and OH radicals have opposing effects on the HO2 radical
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concentration. H radical increases the concentration of HO2 due to the reaction
of H and O2, whereas OH radical remove HO2 due to the fast reaction between
OH and HO2. H radical is responsible for formation of 34% of HO2 radical in the
cell, whereas OH radical is responsible for 32% of removal of HO2 radical.
Overall, these effects increase formation of HO2 radical. The model predicts
HO2 concentration to steadily increase after photolysis. But, at 10 ms, the HO2
concentration is predicted to be 6×10 12 molecules cm-3 and below our detection
limit of 1×1013 molecules cm-3 confirming the experimental observations. HO2
is not produced in measurable concentration, but can still contribute to the
decay of β-HEP and for this reason is included in the model fits.
2.5 Discussion
The current study showed no evidence for significant HO2 production,
but in their investigation of β-HEP self-reaction kinetics with a similar source
chemistry, Murrells et al.59 reported measuring significant concentrations of
HO2.. They reported initial concentrations of HO2 that were twice that of β-HEP
and explained that this was due to an unknown source of HO2 production. One
possible explanation for the discrepancy between Murrells et al. and this work
is that Murrells et al. did not include O3 in their data analysis and it is likely
that the signal attributed to HO2 was instead O3. No concentrations of
precursor gas species were reported by Murrells et al. but the published decays
of β-HEP have no discernible time delay between the formation of HOCH2CH2
and β-HEP, suggesting a high concentration of O2 was used to drive β-HEP
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formation. A high concentration of O2 produces a significant amount of O3 from
photolysis at 193 nm. In addition, their wavelength selection of 225 and 260
nm complicates the data analysis. The absorption cross-sections of HO2, βHEP, and O3 are listed in Table 3. At 225 nm the cross sections of HO2 and O3
are the same and the cross section of β-HEP is only 28% greater and within
20% of one another, but at 260 nm, the cross section of O3 is 30 times larger
than the cross section of HO2, and β-HEP’s cross section is 11 times larger
than the cross section of HO2. Thus, the use of 225 and 260 nm as probe
wavelengths only provides enough information to deconvolve HO2 and β-HEP
from one another. At 225 nm, O3 absorption overwhelms the signal attributed
to HO2. The absence of treatment of O3 in Murrells et al.’s work thus explains
the discrepancy between the results of Murrells et al. and this work.
Table 3 Absorption cross sections of HO2, β-HEP, and O3 taken from reference
45. Cross section units: cm2 molecule-1 (1 × 1018)
Wavelength

HO2

β-HEP

O3

225 nm

3.16

4.04

3.17

260 nm

0.36

4.03

10.6

Anastasi et al.57 reported a β-HEP self-reaction rate constant of 7.69
(±1.2) ×10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 at 300K, 3.4 times larger than the dry rate
constant, 2.31×10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, others reported.54-56, 58-59, 75 The
difference was attributed to the use of different absorption cross sections for βHEP59. However, Anastasi et al.57 used a water vapor concentration of
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approximately 1×1018 molecules cm-3, resulting in formation of the reactive βHEP-H2O complex which they did not account for. The rate constant reported
by Anastasi et al. agrees with the kobs measured in this work (Equation 43).
The data presented in this work describe the relationship between
increasing rates of reaction of peroxy radicals and increasing water vapor. Ab
initio calculations estimated the equilibrium constant to allow determination of
both the percentage of β-HEP complexed with water and the rate constant for
β-HEP + β-HEP-H2O (Reaction 2.5). Enhancement of peroxy radical selfreaction by water depends on the fraction of radical complexed with water and
on the nature of the peroxy radical. For example, HO2 and β-HEP have
equilibrium constants of formation with water within an order of magnitude,
but at 50% relative humidity and 280 K, the rate constant for β-HEP is 6.1
times larger than the dry rate constant whereas the rate constant for HO2 is
1.5 times larger than the dry rate constant. The calculated fraction of β-HEP
radical complexed with water vapor has a large uncertainty mostly due to the
uncertainty in the calculation of K. Future work must measure the K values
experimentally to better estimate the enhancement in the β-HEP self-reaction
rate.
The contribution of water vapor to the rate of loss of β-HEP and HO2 is
determined by the ratio kobs/k3 defined here as the enhancement factor. This
enhancement factor allows a measure of the contribution of water vapor to the
rate of loss of β-HEP and HO2 at differing temperatures and relative humidities,
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Figure 11. For any given water vapor concentration the rate of loss of β-HEP is
faster than the loss of HO2, e.g. at 298 K the rate of loss of β-HEP is twice that
of HO2.

Figure 11 Enhancement of the self-reaction of β-HEP and HO2 at various
relative humidities and temperatures.
2.6 Conclusions
Water vapor catalysis will become increasingly more significant as global warming increases
concentration of HO2 in the atmosphere. As evidenced by the work of
Stockwell,39 inclusion of the effect of water vapor on the self-reaction rate of
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HO2 leads to a 75% decrease in the prediction of tropospheric HOx and O3
concentrations. Thus, it is likely that current models overpredict the
concentation of β-HEP and other peroxy radicals and consequenlty
overestimate the concentration of O3.

β-hydroxy peroxy radicals are atmospherically important because they are products in the re
radicals and should demonstrate a water vapor enhancement of the kinetics.
Thus, future studies on the effect of water vapor on the kinetics of peroxy
radical reactions should focus on β-hydroxy peroxy radicals and related
compounds that form two hydrogen bonds with water and have binding
energies greater than 17 kJ mol-1. Most likely inclusion of the effects of water
vapor on the kinetics of the β-HEP and HO2 self-reactions in atmospheric
models will lead to predictions of smaller tropospheric O3 concentations. To
correctly predict pollution levels, atmospheric models also need to be adjusted
to include the effects of polar molecules such as methanol and ammonia on the
rates of radical reactions.
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Chapter 3
Ab initio Study of β-HEP Self-Reaction in the Presence and Absence
of Water Vapor

3.1 Introduction
RO2 radicals are formed in the atmosphere by extraction of hydrogen by
either Cl, OH or NO3 radicals from volatile organic carbon (VOC) compounds in
the presence of oxygen (Reaction 3.1-3.2). The RO2 radical thus formed acts as
a precursor to ozone formation in the troposphere. (Reaction 3.3a,3.4-3.5)8
R-H + OH•  R• + H2O

(3.1)

R• + O2

(3.2)

 RO2•

RO2• + NO  RO• + NO2
 RONO2

(3.3a)
(3.3b)

NO2 + hν  NO + O•

(3.4)

O• + O2

(3.5)

 O3

In high NOx environments, RO2 preferentially react with NO to form NO2 and O3
(via reaction 3.3a, 3.4 and 3.5). Reaction 3.3b removes the RO2 radical from the
atmosphere by forming stable organic nitrates. In pristine environments with
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low NOx concentrations, RO2 preferentially react with itself or other peroxy
radicals in the atmosphere. The self-reaction of the RO2 radical is known to
have three product pathways (reactions 3.6-3.8).44 All these reactions remove
RO2 radical from the atmosphere, thereby reducing the potential for O3
production. All three pathways have been observed both theoretically and
experimentally for a variety of peroxy radicals including HO2,24 alkyl peroxy
radicals44, 46, chloroflorocarbons47, and other volatile organic carbon
compounds.45, 60, 76
RO2• + RO2•  2RO• + O2

(3.6)

RO2• + RO2•  RCHO + ROH + O2

(3.7)

RO2• + RO2•  ROOR + O2

(3.8)

RO•

(3.9)

+ RO•  ROOR

Reactions 3.6 and 3.7 are major products observed in the self-reaction of RO2,
whereas reaction 3.8 is a minor product channel. However, the alkoxy radical
(RO) formed in reaction 3.6 further reacts with itself to form peroxides (ROOR)
in the atmosphere (reaction 3.9). RO2 self-reaction (3.6-3.8) proceeds via an
RO4R intermediate to form a variety of products.8 The intermediate breaks
down to form either two RO and an O2 molecule or re-arranges via single or
multiple transition states to form an aldehyde and alcohol as products.
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In recent years, it has been shown that the reactivity of RO2 radical is
greatly affected by water vapor in the atmosphere. For example, Butkovskaya et
al40 showed that in the presence of water vapor the branching ratio of reaction
3.3 (a and b) is favored towards production of organic nitrates (3.3b). They
used HO2 radical as the test radical in their study. In a similar study, Kanno et
al29 showed that the HO2 radical self-reaction rate is enhanced in the presence
of water vapor. Both these studies suggest that in presence of water vapor, the
HO2 radical forms a complex with water vapor that enhances the rate of these
reactions. As shown in chapter 2, β-hydroxyethyl peroxy radical (β-HEP), a
product of ethylene oxidation, complexes strongly with water vapor and the
complex enhances the self-reaction rate of β-HEP.
Due to the experimental limitations in chapter 2, it was difficult to
identify the products of β-HEP self-reaction in the presence of water vapor. This
study aims to identify the possible products and mechanism of β-HEP selfreaction in the presence and absence of water vapor. Barnes et al45 have
experimentally measured the products of β-HEP self-reaction in the absence of
water vapor using FTIR spectroscopy. They suggested the major products
formed are either the corresponding alkoxy radicals, the corresponding
aldehyde and diols (corresponding alcohol), or the corresponding peroxy acids.
This observation agrees with the general trend observed in the product
distribution for RO2 self-reactions. This study intends to identify the
mechanism by which these products are formed in the absence of water vapor
using high level ab initio calculations. This study also aims to identify the
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effects of the β-HEP-water complex on the mechanism of the self-reaction of βHEP.
3.2 Method
Calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN 03, Revision
D.01system of codes.77 All geometries for the reactants, products and
intermediates were optimized with the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ method and basis
set. Harmonic vibrational frequency calculations were performed with the same
method and basis set and were used to establish the structures as minima on
the potential energy surface and allowed for zero-point energy corrections to be
made to the optimized energies. Random constraints sampling method (RCS),
which has been described elsewhere,33, 42 was used to identify the optimum
geometry for all the geometries. All calculations were performed on a supercomputing Linux cluster consisting of 320 processing nodes equipped with two
quad-core Intel Nehalem processors (2.8GHz) and 24GB of memory. All nodes
are connected with Infiband, a high-speed, low-latency copper interconnect.
The β-HEP – water complex was also identified using the same method
and basis sets. The global minimum and corresponding local minima for the βHEP – water complexes were calculated in chapter 2 for equilibrium constant
calculations. The previously identified global minimum geometry of the β-HEP –
water complex was used in this study as the starting reactant in the
investigation of the effect of the water vapor on the mechanism of the β-HEP
self-reaction. In chapter 2, it was found that a small percentage of β-HEP (768

15%) complexes with water vapor to form a complex, thus the possibility of two
complexes reacting with each other is minimal. Hence, in this study the effect
of water vapor on the self-reaction of β-HEP was computed using β-HEP –
water complex and β-HEP as reactants. For simplicity, henceforth, the term R
represents the OHCH2CH2 functional group, unless mentioned otherwise.
Appendix 3 includes the Cartesian coordinates of all the geometries of this
chapter.
3.3 Results
The optimized geometries of the reactants, intermediates and products
are shown in Figure 12-16. Relevant parameters such as bond length are
included in the figure. The potential energy surface (PES) diagram was created
for the self-reaction in the presence and absence of water vapor. The PES were
created relative to the energies of the reactants. The PES’s are shown in
Figures 17 and 18.
Three different geometries for the RO4R intermediate formed in absence
of water were identified, each geometry yielding different products. These
intermediates are formed without any activation barrier, thus all three
intermediates can co-exist. Since the energies of all three intermediates are
within 1.5 kcal/mol of one another, all the product pathways will be
competitive with one another. However, computing the preferred product
pathway requires application of a molecular dynamics simulation, which is
beyond the scope of this work. Each of the product pathways are discussed in
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detail in following sections. In the presence of water, two RO4R intermediates
were identified that lead to product formation. These intermediates are also
discussed in detail in following sections.
All the products formed in the presence or absence of water vapor are
exothermic except product I, which is nearly isoenergetic with the reactants.
The products predicted in this study are consistent with previously published
products of the β-HEP self-reaction, including RO, RCHO, OHR-ROH, RO2R
and O2.
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Figure 12 Reactant geometries.
12a. β-HEP self-reaction in absence of water vapor.

12b. β-HEP self-reaction in presence of water vapor.
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Figure 13 Intermediate geometries of the β-HEP self-reaction in the absence of
water vapor.
13a. Intermediate I

13b. Intermediate II

13c. Intermediate III
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Figure 14 Intermediate geometries of the β-HEP self-reaction in the presence of
water vapor.
14a. Intermediate IV

14b. Intermediate V
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Figure 15 Products of β-HEP self-reaction in the absence of water vapor.
15a. Product I (RO + RO + O2) arising from Intermediate III

15b. Product II (ROOR + O2) arising from Intermediate I

15c. Product III (RCHO + ROH + O2) arising from Intermediate II
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Figure 16 Products of β-HEP self-reaction in the presence of water vapor.
16a. Products IV (RO-H2O, RO, O2) arising from Intermediate IV

16b. Product V (RCHO, RO, HO2) arising from Intermediate V
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Figure 17 Potential energy surface diagram for β-HEP self-reaction in the
absence of water vapor. Energies reported in kcal/mol
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Figure 18 Potential Energy Surface diagram for β-HEP self-reaction in the
presence of water vapor. Energies reported in kcal/mol
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3.3.1 Product pathway in the absence of water vapor

I.

Formation of RO + RO + O2: These products are formed via
intermediate III (Figure 13c). Intermediate III is the lowest energy
intermediate of all; 6.7 kcal/mol lower in energy than reactants
(Figure 17). This intermediate proceeds to products by rupturing the
bond between O1and O2 and between O3 and O4 forming an oxygen
molecule and two RO radicals, the geometries of which can be seen in
Figure 15. The breaking of these two bonds in the intermediate
increases the energy of the products by 6.9 kcal/mol making the
products (RO, RO, and O2) (Figure 15a) almost isoenergetic
~0.2kcal/mol with the reactants (Figure 17).

II.

Formation of RCHO + ROH + O2: These products are formed via
intermediate II, which is 5.5 kcal/mol exothermic (Figure 17). This
intermediate has a cyclic geometry (Figure 13b). The distance between
O1 and H1 is reduced to 2.5 Å in the intermediate relative to this
distance in the reactant. The distance between O2 and O3 is reduced
to 1.4 Å in the intermediate. Thus, when the O1-O2 and O3-O4 bonds
rupture to form an oxygen molecule, O1 pulls the hydrogen towards
itself forming a diol and an aldehyde (Figure 15c). The products thus
formed are much more stable than the intermediate ~78.4kcal/mol
(Figure 17).
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III.

Formation of RO2R + O2: These products are formed from
Intermediate I (Figure 13a), which is 4.0 kcal/mol lower in energy
than the reactants, and the highest energy intermediate of all the
intermediates (Figure 17). As the reaction proceeds through this
intermediate, the O1-O4 distance is reduced to 2.5 Å. When the O1O2 and O3-O4 bond breaks to form molecular oxygen, the O1-O4
bond shortens to form a new O-O bond, resulting in formation of the
RO2R molecule (Figure 15b), which is 30.7 kcal/mol lower in energy
than the reactants (Figure 17). The bond length of the O-O bond in
the newly formed peroxide is 1.45 Å.

3.3.2 Product pathways in the presence of water vapor

IV.

Formation of RO-H2O + RO + O2: These products are formed via
Intermediate IV (Figure 14a) which is 4.5 kcal/mol lower in energy
than the reactants (β-HEP-water+β-HEP) (Figure 18). Surprisingly, the
water bound to the complex remains attached to the R moiety
throughout the reaction, resulting in an intermediate that is hydrogen
bound to water and an RO that is also hydrogen bound to water
(Figure 16a). Intermediate IV has the same parameters as
Intermediate I except that it is hydrogen bound to water (Figure 14a).
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The products formed from this channel are slightly exothermic relative
to the reactant by ~1 kcal/mol (Figure 18).

V.

Formation of RCHO-H2O + HO2 + RO: These products are formed via
Intermediate V (Figure 14b) which is exothermic by 17.89 kcal/mol
relative to reactant level (Figure 18). This intermediate is different
from the rest of the intermediates found in this PES. Due to multiple
hydrogen bonds formed in the intermediate, it is thermodynamically
the most stable intermediate. The stability of this intermediate can be
attributed in part to the doubly hydrogen bound water to the complex,
thus allowing the lengthening of the O-O bond in the complex and
granting access to the alpha hydrogen. Access to the alpha hydrogen
in the complex allows the second HEP molecule to easily pull off the
alpha hydrogen as it is highly acidic. In doing so, the O-O bond in
HEP is also lengthened to 2.4 Å nearly breaking it, causing an
intermediate where an OH moiety is also hydrogen bound to the O
atom in HEP, providing an extra stabilization to the intermediate.
This OH-O hydrogen bonded moiety rearranges to form the HO2
radical in the product, leaving RCHO-H2O and RO as the other
products (Figure 16b). Water remains doubly hydrogen bound to the
aldehyde product. These products are stable by 24.7 kcal/mol
compared to reactants (Figure 18).
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3.4 Conclusion
The absence of treatment of the enhancement of water vapor on the βHEP self-reaction in current atmospheric pollution models leads to prediction
of more β-HEP in the troposphere than is measured. As is the case with the
self-reaction of HO2,39 the over prediction of β-HEP will lead to overestimation
in ozone formation rates. Previous experimental work45 observed both product
pathway I (2 alkoxy radicals) and product pathway III (an aldehyde and a diol),
but did not detect the RO2R pathway (product II). Although the computational
results from this study, indicate a thermodynamically favorable pathway for
RO2R formation. Without direct measurements of the three product pathways I
can only speculate as to the product branching ratio of β-HEP-H2O + β-HEP.
With the addition of water, the potential energy surface is different from the dry
potential energy surface but has similarities. Product IV is analogous to
product I with slightly different energies due to the presence of water. Product
V is dramatically lower in energy (23.7 kcal/mol) but here only one alkoxy
radical is produced, and instead of a second alkoxy radical and O2, an
aldehyde and an HO2 radical are produced. With the addition of water vapor, a
new thermodynamic pathway exists (Product V). Product pathways IV and I
create two additional alkoxy radicals, product pathway II creates a stable
organic molecule, and pathway V creates a stable organic, an alkoxy radical
and HO2. A change in the product branching from product I to either product
IV or V does not lead to large change in ozone formation rates because the
products are alkoxy radicals that photoxidize to produce HO2 or HO2 directly
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and will eventually lead to ozone formation. On the other hand, a change in the
product branching from product III to products IV or V leads indirectly to an
increase in ozone formation. Experimental evidence for a change in the product
branching ratio would substantiate the results of the computational study and
give concrete information about the effect on ozone production.
3.5 Future Work
The study of the PES of β-HEP self-reaction in the presence of water
vapor is incomplete. The study is missing the transition state between reactant
and Intermediate V. Intermediate V undergoes a proton transfer from the
carbon (C2) to β-HEP oxygen (O3) to form HO2. The transfer has to undergo a
transition state from the reactant to intermediate. However, using various ab
initio methods including transition state calculation, intrinsic reaction
coordinate study and fixed atom transition state calculation, the transition
state was not identified. Due to the number of atoms involved, the method and
large basis set used, and other computational limitations, this study failed to
identify the transition state. I am working in collaboration with Dr. Joe
Francisco’s lab at University of Nebraska to identify this transition state.
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Chapter 4
Role of Radical-Water Complexes in Particle Formation

4.1 Introduction
Aerosols with an aerodynamic radius of < 2.5µm are also known as
particular matter (PM2.5), are very important in the atmosphere, as they can
influence climate, visibility, trace gas levels, and human health.6-7, 48 Gaseous
molecule conversion to aerosol particles is the most common mechanism for
particle formation in the atmosphere.78-80 These newly formed particles can
grow in size and act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), contributing to
climate cooling.10, 81 The majority of global cooling of the atmosphere is due to
clouds formed from aerosol particles.3 Although aerosols play an integral role
in climate, formation of new particles in the atmosphere is not well
understood.13 This limits the ability to quantify the effects of aerosol particles
on visibility, human health and climate change as well as to develop effective
control strategies.3, 13, 48
Field measurements have shown that sulfuric acid is a major contributor
to new particle formation in the atmosphere.48 Sulfuric acid is known to form
new particles in the presence of both organic compounds82 and bases such as
ammonia and amines.48, 83 However, the atmospheric concentrations of sulfuric
acid, ammonia and VOC are not sufficient to account for observed aerosol
concentration in the atmosphere.
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The most accepted theory for formation of aerosols is classical nucleation
theory,10 in which formation of aerosols is described by a two-step process.
The first step is nucleation step where molecules cluster together to form a
critical cluster. The second step is subsequent growth of the critical cluster
through coagulation or condensation (Figure 1). Using these models, current
predictions of atmospheric aerosol content seriously underestimate the actual
measured concentration of aerosols in the atmosphere.10 Many studies
involving non-sulfuric acid compounds have been performed in an effort to
bridge the gap between modeled and observed aerosol concentrations. Organic
compounds such as formic acid, acetic acid, isoprene, and α-pinene have been
identified as precursors for aerosol formation.
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This study aims to identify new species that can act as a critical cluster
to form aerosol particles in the atmosphere. This work examines the ability of
radical-water complexes to act as the critical cluster. Although radicals are
found in much smaller concentrations in the atmosphere than CO2, water
vapor, oxygen or nitrogen gas, they are very reactive and as such are important
components of air. Some of these radicals include hydroperoxy radical (HO2),
hydroxyl radical (OH), chlorine radical (Cl), and alkyl radicals (R). Water
molecules significantly influence the properties and reactions of these radicals.
Radical-water complexes play an important role in controlling the abundance
and chemical behavior of these species in the atmosphere.29, 40, 72, 86 Both
experimental and theoretical studies have been performed to prove the
existence of a HO2-water complex.72, 86

41, 87
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It is thermodynamically favorable

for more water molecules to hydrogen bond with the existing HO2-water
complex. The acidic proton present in the complex allows for more water
molecules to hydrogen bond with the complex, allowing the complex to act as
the critical cluster to form the aerosol particle. Thus, an initial binary
nucleation of HO2 with a water molecule is expected to act as the nucleating
seed for forming the critical cluster required for particle growth and aerosol
formation. This hypothesis is tested experimentally in this work using a fast
flow reactor coupled with a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS). The results
indicate that at atmospherically relevant temperature and pressures, HO2–
water complex does not act as a nucleating agent to form aerosol particles.
4.2 Instrument set-up
Figure 19 shows the principle components and layout of the
experimental setup. The photolysis cell is 256 cm long (2.5 cm i.d.) including
the end boxes. The end boxes support the Pyrex glass cell and are purged with
99.9% pure O2 gas to dilute the chlorine gas entering the scanning mobility
particle sizer (SMPS). The boxes also hold windows for UV and IR light to pass
through the cell. The gases are pre-mixed in a manifold before being introduced
into the reaction cell and are heated using heating tape coiled around the
manifold. CaF2 windows (ThorLabs) are used at both ends of the cell to
transmit both UV and IR light over the range of interest. Kinematically
mounted mirrors in the optical path of the system make it possible to switch
between UV and IR detection methods without changing the position and
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alignment of the flow cell, light sources, and detectors. Gas mixtures of
CH3OH/O2/Cl2/H2O flow continuously through calibrated flow controllers
[Teledyne – Hasting Technologies (HFC series)] and Magnehelic controllers
[Dwyer Instruments Inc.] at a flow rate of 10 liters per minute (LPM).
Anhydrous CH3OH was purchased from Macron fine chemicals and used
without further purification. 5% Cl2 in N2, O2 (99.9%) and N2 (99.9%) cylinders
were purchased from Airgas (Salt Lake City, Utah). The optics and the track to
move the photolysis source were purchased from ThorLabs. A diluting nozzle
adapted from Karlsson et al.88 was built to dilute the Cl2 gas entering the SMPS
and to quench further growth of aerosol particles (discussed in detail in the
following section). The sampling gas was further diluted in the diluting nozzle
using 99.9% pure N2 gas at 4 LPM (2X dilution). All the gases pass through a
particle filter placed at the mouth of the cylinder and the photolysis cell. The
study was conducted at room temperatures and atmospheric pressures (~650
torr). An ammonia scrubber purchased from Perma Pure Inc. was placed at the
mouth of the photolysis cell where the gases enter to remove any ammonia
from the gases.
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Figure 19 Experimental set-up to generate and measure radical and aerosol
particles
4.2.1 Radical generation
HO2 radical was formed in the reaction cell by introducing a gas mixture
containing 80 Torr of CH3OH, 3.5 Torr of Cl2, 400 Torr O2 and balance N2 gas
(~165 torr). CH3OH was introduced in the gas mixture via two 500mL bubblers
placed in series with N2 flowing at 2LPM as the carrier gas. The bubblers
temperature was maintained at 45 ⁰C by immersing it in a constant
temperature water bath. HO2 radical was generated in the cell via the following
reactions.
Cl2 + hv

Cl• + Cl•

(4.1)

CH3OH + Cl•

CH2OH• + HCl

(4.2)

CH2OH• + O2

HO2• + CH2O

(4.3)
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Initially a 150 W deuterium lamp coupled with collimating lens was used to
photolyze the Cl2 gas in the cell, which is positioned on a track that runs
parallel to the reaction cell. Sliding the light assembly (lamp + collimating
lenses) along the track, provides reaction times in the flow cell ranging from 0.6
to 6.5 seconds. The collimating lenses collimate the UV light in the flow cell
with a diameter of roughly 1cm. This assembly produced ~8.3 x 1011 photons
cm-2 s-1. Assuming a photolysis of 0.1-1% of the radical precursor, only 8-10 x
108 molecules/cm3 of HO2 was produced, which was below the detection limits
of the CCD (3x1013 molecule/cm3). Thus, additional light sources were
introduced to increase the number of photons in the cell. Eleven LEDs
emitting 330 nm light with 3 mW of power each were added and 4 banks of 13
LEDs at 375nm (2.5mW each) were also added. Together they generated ~ 2 x
1017 photons/s, which produced at least 1 x 1014 molecules/cm3 of HO2 radical
(assuming 0.1% photolysis of Cl2 gas). By adjusting the concentration of
methanol and chlorine gas in the flow cell the amount of HO2 radical generated
in the flow cell could be varied.
4.2.2 Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer
HO2 radicals react with water vapor in the flow cell to form the HO2-H2O
complex. This complex is assumed to act as the nucleating site for aerosol
particle formation. The complex further reacts with more water molecules in
the flow cell to form aerosol particles. The proposed mechanism for formation
of aerosol particles is shown by the following reactions:
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HO2• + H2O
HO2-H2O + nH2O

HO2-H2O

(4.4)

Aerosol particle

(4.5)

Where n can be anything greater than 3 in reaction (4.5). The size of the
aerosol particle formed will depend on the reaction time available for the
complex to react with water molecules. The reaction time is a function of the
distance of light assembly from the sample inlet. At the exit of the flow cell the
aerosol particles are sampled at a rate of 1 LPM using a diluting nozzle. The
sampled aerosol particles are diluted with N2 gas and are then sent to the
detector where they are detected for their size distribution and absolute
number densities. An SMPS is composed of two main parts namely: (1) a
differential mobility analyzer (DMA) and (2) a faraday cup electrometer (FCE). A
GRIMM technologies SMPS + E system was used in this work. Aerosol
particles formed in the flow cell enter the sample inlet tube of the DMA. The
DMA consists of a Kr-85 bipolar charger that is used to neutralize the charges
on the aerosol particles. The DMA separates the particles based on electrical
mobility. The separated particles then enter the FCE. It consists of
an electrometer and a filter inside a Faraday cage. The particles are collected
by a filter in the FCE, which in turn, generates an electric current that is
measured by the electrometer. The current generated is directly proportional to
the particle concentration. The particle distribution and absolute
concentrations are recorded and displayed on a PC. The size range that the
DMA can measure is a function of the ratio of aerosol sample flow and the
sheath flow in the DMA. The smallest particle that the instrument can
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measure is 0.8nm, and the range is 0.8-39nm. However, the noise below 2nm
is very high and instrument accuracy is also less than 10% below 2nm. To
measure the range of particles of interest in this project (0.8-1100nm) requires
the use of two SMPS detectors. The second SMPS used in this study measures
the smallest particle size at 10nm and the range is 10-1100nm. Due to very
short reaction times, particle size growth above 600nm is not expected. Thus,
particle size range from 2-600nm was studied. The gas flow leaving the reaction
cell was collected with a diluting nozzle that was split into two equal flows and
each flow was introduced into a SMPS as shown in the Figure 19. The wall loss
in the photolysis cell and diluting nozzle was measured to be less than 10% by
introducing NH3Cl particles (generated using a nebulizer) into the cell.
Appendix 4 explains how to use the SMPS instrument.
4.2.3 Diluting Nozzle
After the prescribed reaction distance, the gas mixture was sampled
through a diluting nozzle in order to quench further aerosol chemistry. Figure
20 shows the schematic representation of the diluting nozzle. The diluter
consists of two concentric cylinders with a blunt nose cone. From this cone, a
small fraction of the aerosol (2.0 L/min) is pulled through a small orifice into
the central tube, which is constructed of sintered stainless steel. Pressurized
N2, introduced into the outer annulus, enters through the sintered walls to
dilute the sample. The total flow relative to the N2 diluent flow, both controlled
using flow controllers, determines the dilution ratio, which can be varied from
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0:1 to >50:1 (typically 4:1). Dilution is necessary because of the corrosive
nature of Cl2 gas. Cl2 gas is known to damage the DMA in the SMPS. Diluting
the sample flow reduces the Cl2 concentration in the sample making it less
harmful to the DMA.

Figure 20 Schematic of diluting nozzle.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Radical Measurement
UV absorption spectroscopy was used to measure the HO2 radical
concentration in the cell. An Andor manufactured charged coupled device
(CCD) with a spectrograph was used as the detector, which measured from
225nm-350nm. A 30 W D2 lamp collimated with multiple concave lenses was
used as the probe beam which entered the photolysis cell coaxially as shown in
Figure 19. The background light intensity (I0) of the probe beam was measured
before the photolysis light was turned on. The light intensity (I) was measured
after turning the photolysis lamps on. The logarithmic ratio of I/I0 gave the
absorption of HO2 in the cell. HO2 absorbs UV radiation from 200-260nm with
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a peak absorption at 205nm (Figure 21). In this experiment, HO2 absorption
was measured from 235nm – 250nm. Absorption data at multiple wavelengths
permits a least-squares fit for accurate concentration measurement. A typical
absorption fit for HO2 is given in Figure 22. Depending on the carrier gas flow
rate and water bath temperature, 7 x 1013 – 3 x 1014 molecule/cm3 of HO2
radical was measured in the experiment.

Figure 21 Cross section of HO2 radical and formic acid.
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Figure 22 Typical fit to measured HO2 absorbance.
4.3.2 Water generation and Measurement
Water vapor was introduced into the reaction cell by passing N2 carrier
gas through a bubbler immersed in a constant temperature bath. The amount
of water vapor in the reaction cell was controlled by both the temperature of
the water and the percentage of total flow of the carrier gas passing through
the bubbler. The water vapor concentration was varied between 1.0×1017 and
2.3×1017 molecules cm-3 (RH = 40%-55%). The water vapor concentration was
held constant during each experiment, varying no more than ±8% over the
duration of an experiment.
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Wavelength modulated IR diode laser spectroscopy was used to quantify
the water vapor concetnration in the cell. Figure 19 shows the IR system
components. IR light was scanned over a narrow frequency band (100 Hz)
centered at the 6600 cm-1 line such that the entire peak of the selected
rovibrational transition of water vapor was observed. The IR beam was
produced by a New Focus TLB-6326 tunable diode laser with a line width of
<300 kHz and directed towards an IR 1-GHz low-noise photoreceiver (New
Focus 1611). The signal from the detector was synchronized with the 100 Hz
modulation frequency and visualized and recorded by a digital oscilloscope
(TeKtronix model TDS 3024B). Data were processed and converted from
absorption measurements to concentrations with a LabVIEW routine is
explained in chapter 2. Absorption line strengths were obtained from the
HITRAN68 database and converted to cross sections. An Omega relative
humidity meter was also used to independently verify the spectroscopically
measured water vapor concentrations.
4.3.3 Aerosol Measurement
Both SMPS’s were synchronized to measure the aerosol concentration
and size distribution to <1 second difference during data collection. A total of 5
runs (67 seconds each) were averaged for each setting. A background aerosol
count was measured first, which consisted of all the gases flowing
(CH3OH+O2+Cl2+N2+H2O) and photolysis lamp turned off. A background of 2 x
105 particles/cm3 was typically observed. Typical particle size distribution and
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concentration plots are shown in Figure 23. No significant increase in particle
formation was observed after generating HO2 radical in the system by turning
the photolysis lamp on. No new particle formation was seen after varying the
HO2 concentration between 7 x 1013 and 3 x 1014 molecule/cm3 and water
vapor relative humidity between 40 and 55%. Changing the position of the
photolysis lamp allowing for reaction times ranging between 2s and 6s also had
no effect on particle formation.
A recent study from Chen et al.80 suggested that water vapor can
condense and form aerosol particles on any surface it encounters including
glass walls. This indicates that water vapor should not be included when
measuring the background aerosol concentration. A new background aerosol
concentration was measured, which consisted of all the gases except water
vapor and the photolysis lamp turned on (HO2+CH3OH+Cl2+O2+N2+secondary
radicals). The background concentration was still measured at 3-5 x 105
particles/cm3. Addition of water vapor to the background did not change the
particle concentration. Once again, no new particle formation was observed
after varying the HO2 concentration, H2O concentration and the position of the
photolysis lamp. This set of experiments indicates that the HO2 – water
complex does not have the ability to act as a nucleating site under the
conditions probed. Possible reasons for this behavior of HO2 radical is
discussed in the next section.
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Figure 23 HO2 initiated particle formation in the presence and absence of water
vapor at RH 45% and reaction time of 6.5s.

4.4 Discussion
New particle formation in the atmosphere is best explained by classical
nucleation theory. It suggests that a critical cluster must be formed to generate
an aerosol particle in the atmosphere. However, a nucleation barrier must be
overcome in order to form the critical cluster needed for particle growth. This
barrier is reduced if the nucleating species are ions or highly polar molecules.
Thus, ion-induced nucleation is favored over neutral nucleation. H2SO4 – water
is the most studied system for aerosol formation in the atmosphere. Recent
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studies on the sulfuric acid-water system challenge the current understanding
of aerosol formation by sulfuric acid and in turn for other systems.80, 89-92
Recent studies suggest that binary nucleation of sulfuric acid - water is
most favorable at stratospheric temperatures (216K – 273K) rather than
tropospheric temperatures (273K – 313K),92 suggesting that the equilibrium
constant for complex formation increases with decreasing temperature allowing
for more sulfuric acid to complex at lower temperatures. The calculated binding
energy of sulfuric acid water complex is approximately 10 kcal/mol and
linearly becomes more exothermic with addition of more water molecules.
Hussar et al89 in another computational study suggested that, at 298 K,
bisulfate ions are the primary species involved in particle formation. They also
showed that bisulfate ion – water nucleation is favored over sulfate ion – water
nucleation as bisulfate ion is more polar than sulfate ion, allowing for easier
hydrogen bonding of multiple water molecules to form a critical cluster.
Another study by Temelso et al91 they found that sulfuric acid dimers nucleate
better with water vapor than sulfuric acid alone. They explained when the
dimer-water complex is hydrogen bonding to a second water molecule it begins
the deprotonation of one of the sulfuric acid molecules in the complex resulting
in formation of a di-ionic species similar to bisulfate ion causing the nucleation
barrier to drop dramatically. Temelso et al92 in another study also stated that
“The progression of the nucleation mechanism (for sulfuric acid) from purely
binary at 248K to a mixture of binary and ternary (with ammonia and amines)
at 278K to purely ternary at 298K is expected”. This computational study was
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confirmed by CLOUD studies performed by Kirkby et al.48. Chen et al.80 studied
methane sulfonic acid (MSA) nucleation at room temperature in an
experimental set-up similar to the current system. They observed that binary
nucleation of MSA – water does not produce any aerosol particles. They also
studied the ternary nucleation of MSA by dimethyl amine (DMA) and trimethyl
amine (TMA) in the presence and absence of water vapor, and observed
significant particle formation in the presence of both amines (with TMA favored
over DMA). They concluded that both water vapor and amines (base) are
necessary to form aerosol particles at room temperature. This observation is
also true for sulfuric acid ternary nucleation with either ammonia or amines
with amines favored over ammonia.90
These recent publications suggest that binary nucleation at room
temperatures is unlikely to form aerosol particles. However, at colder
temperatures binary nucleation is a major pathway to form aerosol particles.
For particles to be formed at ambient pressures and temperatures, the acidwater complex must be stabilized further by a base (NH3 or an amine), which
lowers the nucleation barrier to form the critical cluster. Ternary nucleation
involving a base like ammonia or amines is the primary reason for particle
formation at room temperature.
This study primarily focused on the binary nucleation of HO2 radical with
water vapor. When this experiment was designed, the afore-mentioned studies
had not yet been published, and thus that binary nucleation of HO2 radical
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would not occur at room temperature was not expected. A water jacket around
the reaction cell to control the temperature of the cell was not designed in this
initial experiment. A jacketed cell was not used because the photolysis light
was placed perpendicular to the cell, and the light would have had to pass
through the jacket causing it to diverge, making it difficult to focus the 150W
D2 Lamp or the LED lights into the cell to photolyze the HO2 radical precursors.
Therefore, in the absence of a jacketed reaction cell to reduce the temperature
of the reaction mixture, the current study cannot confirm that HO2 radical
binary nucleation can form aerosol particles at lower temperature.
Ternary nucleation of HO2 radical is also not possible to study with the
current setup for the following reason. HO2 radical is generated in the system
in situ by reacting chlorines atom with methanol in the presence of molecular
oxygen. Any addition of a base like ammonia or amines would instantly react
with the chlorine gas (which is 3 orders of magnitude higher concentration
than HO2) in the cell and form ammonium chloride particles. In an attempt to
address this issue, HO2 radical was made by photolysis of formaldehyde.
Formaldehyde photolyzes between 310nm-360nm to form HO2 radical via the
following reactions
HCHO + hv

H• + HCO•

(4.6)

H• + O2

HO2•

(4.7)

HCO• + O2

HO2• + CO

(4.8)
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Both formalin (saturated solution of formaldehyde (37%) in water) and
paraformaldehyde (solid polymeric form of formaldehyde) were tested to
generate HO2 radical. Formalin was introduced into the reaction cell similar to
the way methanol was introduced into the cell. HO2 radical was observed in the
reaction cell with formalin but, when paraformaldehyde was used to generate
HO2 radical, no radical was measured. On further investigation, it was found
that formaldehyde easily oxidizes to form formic acid in the presence of water.
Formic acid has almost an identical cross section as HO2 radical, the only
difference being HO2 radical absorbs UV radiation more strongly (by two order
of magnitude) than formic acid (figure 21). Thus what was assumed to be HO2
radical was actually formic acid in the cell or a mixture of HO2 radical and
formic acid. It is impossible to distinguish between the two using UV
absorption spectroscopy owing to their similar cross sections. There are other
ways to generate HO2 radical in situ, but those would require a major change
in the current experimental set-up, which is beyond the scope of this study. A
possible new experimental design and a method to study the binary and
ternary nucleation of HO2 radical is discussed in future work.
4.5 Future work
The binary nucleation of HO2 radical with water vapor will only occur at
low temperatures (<248K). Thus, the new experimental setup requires a cooling
jacket to be introduced onto the reaction cell. To introduce a jacket, a different
way to photolyze the precursor gas must be used such that the reaction time in
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the cell can still be varied. One possible way to do that is shown in Figure 24.
Instead of creating radicals at different positions along the reaction cell, water
can be introduced at different positions along the reaction cell while
maintaining a steady state concentration of HO2 in the cell. This can be
achieved by introducing multiple inlet holes along the length of the cell as
shown in Figure 24. For photolysing the precursor gas, one can use an XeCl
excimer laser (308nm) or XeF excimer laser (351nm) (at 500mJ/pulse with a
repetition rate of 100Hz) to initiate HO2 radical formation while using a D2
probe beam introduced coaxially into the cell.

Figure 24 Future experimental set-up to measure binary and ternary
nucleation of HO2 radical with water and ammonia.

To study the ternary nucleation of HO2 radical in presence of NH3 and
water vapor, a clean way (with minimum secondary chemistry) to produce HO2
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radical must be used. Halogen gases cannot be used as precursor gases to
generate HO2 radical as they would react with NH3 and form NH4X (X=F,Cl,Br,I)
particles. HO2 can also be generated by microwave discharging H2 gas in the
presence of O2. However, a microwave discharge apparatus requires pressures
<200 Torr, whereas ternary nucleation must be studied at atmospheric
pressures. Other detection methods such as mass spectrometry (MS) can be
used to detect HO2 radical in the system, and in that case, formalin can also be
used as a precursor gas to generate HO2 radical as HO2 and formic acid will
have different m/z signals. But, once again, MS would require very low
pressures to be able to detect any signal, which can be a deterrent for use of
MS as a detection system.
Another possible method to produce HO2 is by use of secondary chemistry,
where HO2 is a byproduct of a primary reaction. One such method is to use
acetaldehyde as the precursor gas and a KrF excimer laser (248nm) to initiate
HO2 radical via the following reactions.
CH3CHO + hv

CH3• + HCO•

(4.9)

CH3• + O2

CH3O2•

(4.10)

HCO• + O2

H•

H•

HO2•

+ O2
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+

CO

(4.11)
(4.12)

These reactions would produce methyl peroxy (CH3O2) and hydroperoxy (HO2)
radicals in a 1:1 ratio. Both experimentally and computationally, it has been
proven that methyl peroxy radical does not hydrogen bond strongly with water
vapor.37, 42 Thus, the possibility of methyl peroxy radical acting as a nucleating
site is minimal. The only species produced from these reactions that can lead
to particle formation is HO2 radical. In conclusion, this new experimental setup
has potential for measuring the particle formation initiated by HO2 radical.
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Chapter 5
HNO3−NHx, H2SO4−NHx, CH(O)OH−NHx, And CH3C(O)OH−NHx
Complexes and Their Role in the Formation of Condensation Nuclei
Disclaimer: The following chapter is presented here in its entirety (with minor
changes) from the published version of the paper “Clark J., Kumbhani S.,
Hansen J., Francisco J. HNO3NHx, H2SO4NHx, CH(O)OHNHx, CH3C(O)OHNHx
complexes and their role in the formation of condensation nuclei. J. Chem.
Phys. (2011), 135, 244305”. I have worked on identifying the global minimum
geometries of all the NHx-acid complexes (section 5.2, 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3 and
5.4.1)
Abstract
The formation of sulfuric acid (H2SO4), nitric acid (HNO3), acetic acid
(CH3C(O)OH) and formic acid (HC(O))H) complexes with ammonia (NH3),
amidogen radical (NH2) and imidogen radical (NH) was studied using Natural
Bond Orbital (NBO) calculations. The equilibrium structures, binding energies,
and harmonic frequencies were calculated for each acid−NHx complex using
hybrid density functional (B3LYP) and second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation
approximation (MP2) methods with the 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set. The
results presented here suggest that the effects of NH3 on the formation of new
condensation nuclei will be initiated by NH2, but to a lesser degree and
confined primarily to complexes with H2SO4 and HNO3. The NH radical is not
expected to play a significant role in the formation of new atmospheric
condensation nuclei.
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5.1 Introduction
Tropospheric aerosol particles directly affect the radiative balance of the Earth
through processes such as light absorption and scattering. Furthermore,
aerosol particles indirectly affect the terrestrial radiation budget because they
are the precursors to the formation of clouds. Aerosols have also been
implicated in adverse human health effects,93 in the reduction of visibility in
urban and regional areas,94-96 and in acid deposition. At present, researchers
do not fully understand the formation of aerosol particles at the molecular
level.97 This lack of understanding creates one of the largest sources of
uncertainty in atmospheric models and climate predictions.98
The rate of formation of condensation nuclei and the rate at which
spontaneous nucleation occurs is dependent upon the specific chemical
makeup of the critical nucleus and the atmospheric concentration of the
involved gases.99 The later rate, that of spontaneous nucleation, is significant
for simulations of aerosol formation in atmospheric models.100 Sulfuric acid
(H2SO4), nitric acid (HNO3) and ammonia (NH3) are important precursors in the
formation of tropospheric condensation nuclei, precursors to aerosol formation.
Atmospheric H2SO4 is largely the result of SO2 emissions from both
anthropogenic and biogenic sources. SO2 is readily oxidized in the atmosphere
by OH radical and other oxidizing agents to form SO3. In the presence of water
vapor, SO3 is quickly converted to H2SO4.101 Nitric acid is a final product of the
NOx oxidation process that is involved in photochemical smog formation.8
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Ammonia is primarily the result of animal waste, nitrogen based fertilizers and
industrial emissions.102
It is commonly accepted that the formation of condensation nuclei is the
result of gas phase acid/base reactions that take place in the presence of water
vapor.48 The reaction of H2SO4 and NH3 is responsible for the creation of a
family of sulfur containing particulates (e.g. NH4HSO4 and (NH4)2SO4), while
the reaction of HNO3 and NH3 leads to the formation of particulate ammonium
nitrate (NH4HNO3). Theoretical methods indicate that the initial step in the
reaction of either H2SO4 or HNO3 with NH3 is thought to take place via the
formation of a hydrogen-bonded acid/base complex.103-105 This structure is
described as having a linear or near-linear hydrogen bond involving the acid
proton and the lone pair on the ammonia. Rozenberg et al.,106 using matrix
isolation Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (MIS-FTIR) confirmed the
hydrogen-bonded structure of the H2SO4−NH3 to be that predicted by theory.
Namely, a hydrogen-bonded structure with a nearly linear hydrogen-bond.106
Leopold and Ott obtained microwave spectra of the HNO3−NH3 complex via
Fourier transform spectroscopy in a supersonic jet. Their results were
consistent with a hydrogen-bonded structure with a near-linear hydrogen
bond.107
The role of water appears to be the stabilization of the forming acidammonia ion pairs. In the case of sulfuric acid, the presence of one molecule of
water was shown to be sufficient to convert the H2SO4−NH3 system from a
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hydrogen bonded system to one that exists only as an ion pair, the result of
complete proton transfer from acid to base.108 A similar effect was shown for
nitric acid, with the exception that two or more water molecules were required
to convert the hydrogen bonded HNO3−NH3 system to an ion pair.103, 108
The oxidation of NH3 by a hydroxyl radical (OH) leads to the formation of
an amidogen radical (NH2)109:
NH3 + OH → NH2 + H2O

(5.1)

The formation of NH2 is not only an important step in the oxidation of NH3 but
is known to be important in the combustion of fossil fuels.110 NH2 also plays a
key role in the NOx cycle.8 When the concentration of NH3 is elevated, NH2 may
also play a role in the formation of condensation nuclei.
The purpose of the present work is to identify acid−NH2 [acid = H2SO4,
HNO3, HC(O)OH, and CH3C(O)OH] complexes and to compare them to the
acid−NH3 complexes. In addition, acid complexes of the imidogen radical (NH)
are also explored. NH concentrations are expected to be low under normal
atmospheric conditions and are not expected to play a significant role in the
formation of condensation nuclei, but are included for completeness and to
help elucidate the manner in which NHx species affect gas phase acids.
Complex formation is analyzed through geometric and natural bond orbital
(NBO) analysis. The Gibb’s free energy of formation, ΔGf, is estimated for each
complex over the temperature range of 220 – 300 K. Equilibrium constants and
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dissociation rate constants, as well as, atmospheric lifetime estimates are also
presented spanning the same temperatures.
5.2 Method
Calculations were performed using the Gaussian 03, Revision D.01 system of
codes.111 All geometries were fully optimized at the UMP2(full)/6311++G(3df,3pd) computational level. Harmonic vibrational frequency
calculations performed at the B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level established the
structures as minima and allowed for zero-point corrections to be made to the
optimized energies. The counterpoise (CP) procedure112 was used to further
correct the energies for basis set superposition error (BSSE). Electron
correlation refinements based on the UMP2 optimized global minimum
structures were performed using quadratic configuration interaction with
single, double, and triple excitations, QCISD(T), coupled cluster with single,
double, and perturbative triple excitations, CCSD(T) methods, and Brueckner
Doubles with a triples contribution, BD(T).
Natural energy decomposition analysis (NEDA) calculations were
performed at the UB3LYP/6-311++G(3d,3p) level using NBO.5G113
implemented in Firefly QC package,114 which is partially based on the GAMESS
(US)115 source code.
Electron density maps with a surface resolution of 0.0009 e/a.u3 were
generated at the MP2(full)/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level using geometries optimized
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at the same level. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis was performed under
UMP2(full)/6-311++G(3df,3pd) conditions using the Gaussian implementation
of NBO 3.1.116-121
The global minimum structure for each complex was arrived at through
an extensive RCS methodology. The RCS method generates acid−NHx complex
geometries by randomly packing a previously optimized NHx molecule within a
constrained 3.5-Å radius sphere encompassing the entire optimized acid
structure. Each of the twelve optimized complexes presented herein was arrived
at via 2,000 random acid−NHx initial geometries.
All calculations were performed on a super-computing Linux cluster
consisting of 320 processing nodes equipped with two quad-core Intel Nehalem
processors (2.8 GHz) and 24 GB of memory. All nodes are connected with
Infiniband, a high-speed, low-latency copper interconnect
The optimized geometries and harmonic vibrational frequencies are given
in Appendix A-3.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Calibration Structures
The gas-phase reactions of H2SO4 and HNO3 with NH3 are responsible for the
creation of sulfur- and nitrogen-containing particulates such as NH4HSO4,
(NH4)2SO4, and NH4NO3. Together with H2SO4 and HNO3, these species
represent the major forms of sulfur- and nitrogen-containing aerosols103, 108
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and play a key role in the formation of cloud condensation nuclei. H2SO4 and
HNO3 form hydrogen bonded complexes with ammonia that may facilitate the
formation of condensation nuclei, especially in the presence of water.
Figure 25 schematically represents the MP2(full)/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
optimized structures for the H2SO4−NH3 and HNO3−NH3 complexes. Included in
Figure 25 are the hydrogen bond lengths and angles, gives the change in the
O—H bond length, and corrected (zero-point and basis set superposition error)
molecular binding energy for each complex. Both complexes are primarily
stabilized through strong hydrogen bond interactions with the inorganic acid
acting as the hydrogen bond donor and the NH3 as the acceptor. The bond
distances of the main hydrogen bond interactions, r(OH∙∙∙N) for the H2SO4−NH3
and HNO3−NH3 systems are 1.56 Å and 1.66 Å, respectively. Both bond lengths
are considerably shorter than the 1.96 Å hydrogen bond length of the water
dimer, considered the prototypical hydrogen bonding system.122-123 Although
they look the part, the O4∙∙∙H10−N8 interaction in H2SO4−NH3 and the
O5∙∙∙H7−N6 interaction in HNO3−NH3 are not true hydrogen bonding
interactions. This will be discussed in a later section. All energy and geometry
values are in good agreement with previously published work for the
H2SO4−NH3108 and HNO3−NH3103 systems.
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Figure 25 MP2(full)/6-311++G(3df,3pd) optimized structures for the
H2SO4−NH3 and HNO3−NH3 complexes. Hydrogen bond lengths and angles for
each complex are listed along with the change in the acid-O—H bond length.
Qualitatively, the presence and strength of the hydrogen bond present in
each complex can be visualized through electrostatic potential difference maps
(EPDMs). EPDMs for the H2SO4−NH3 and HNO3−NH3 complexes are shown in
Figure 2. Each map has a surface contour resolution of 0.002 e/au3. Areas of
electron density gain are represented by blue regions and those of electron
density loss by red regions. Generally, O—H∙∙∙N hydrogen bonds are evidenced
by a region of electron density loss around the proton acceptor atom.124-125
Moving along the axis of the hydrogen bond towards the bridging hydrogen
atom, a region of electron density gain is observed and is followed by another
region of electron density loss around the bridging proton. The relative strength
of the O—H∙∙∙N hydrogen bond for each complex can be assessed by comparing
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the extent of change in the electrostatic potential that results from complex
formation. As observed from Figure 26, the amount of electron density change
is most severe in the H2SO4− NH3 complex and is less so in HNO3−NH3,
consistent with the hydrogen bond lengths of the two complexes. It is of note
that the EPDMs do not indicate H-bonding for the O4∙∙∙H10 and O5∙∙∙H7
interactions.
Quantitatively, the presence and strength of the hydrogen bond
interaction can be satisfactorily assessed using Natural Bond Orbital (NBO)
theory. From an NBO point of view, a hydrogen bond corresponds to a twoelectron intermolecular donor-acceptor interaction of the type, nB → σAH*,
where nB typically represents a lone pair of the Lewis base B and σAH* is the
unfilled anti-AH bond of the Lewis acid. This type of interaction results in the
change of certain geometric, energetic, and dielectric observables that can be
used to assess the extent of hydrogen bonding. Table 4 represents details of the
interacting nB (in this instance, nB represents lone pair, bonding, and antibonding orbitals) and σAH* NBOs and their diagonal and off-diagonal Fock
matrix elements. Figure 27 depicts the nB → σAH* (P)NBO 2D-contour
diagrams of the leading overlap interaction for each complex and the associated
second-order perturbation stabilization energies, E(2), arising from them. The
contour diagrams in Figure 27 shows only the atoms that lie in the plane of the
O—H∙∙∙N bonding system. The donating nB (P)NBOs are show in red and the
acceptor σAH* (P)NBOs are shown in black. The contours of the O4∙∙∙H10−N8
and O5∙∙∙H7−O6 interactions are also shown in Figure 27 to demonstrate that
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these interactions to not represent hydrogen bonding interactions. The (P)NBO
overlap integral of the O4H10N8 is 0.0175 and that of the O5H7O6 is 0.0082. To
put these values in context, the value of the (P)NBO overlap integral for
prototypical hydrogen bond interactions is generally found to be in the range of
0.25 to 0.60, depending on the strength of the interaction.

Figure 26 EPDMs for the H2SO4−NH3 and HNO3−NH3 complexes, shown with
surface contour resolution of 0.002 e/au3.
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Table 4 Summary of major stabilizing NBO interactions between HNO3, H2SO4 and NH3
Donor
nB

Complex

Acceptor
σAH*

F nσ*

E (2)

-0.557

0.261

74

-0.888

0.063

3.5

0.045

2.5

0.042

1.6

εn (a.u.)

εσ* (a.u.)

Σ(E (2) )

NH3–H2SO4
(sp

major
minor
other
other
other
other
other

0.84(sp

2.75

0.84(sp
0.83(sp
0.83(sp

0.91(sp

2.86

)S(1) - 0.55(s)O(2)

0.4526
2.11

)N(8) + 0.56(s)H(9)

-0.891

)N(8) + 0.56(s)H(11)

-0.891

0.040

1.4

-1.036

0.029

0.6

-1.328

0.028

0.5

-0.563

0.223 52.5

2.11

0.57(sp

)N(8)

)N(8) + 0.55(s)H(10)

3.31

2.87

3.62

)O(2) + 0.43(s)H(3)

2.35

)S(1) + 0.82(s)O(7)

0.43(sp

)O(2) - 0.91(s)H(3)

0.5423

83.8

NH3–HNO3
(sp3.50)N(6)

major
0.83(sp

2.82

)N(6) + 0.56(s)H(7)

-0.884

other

0.83(sp

2.87

)N(6) + 0.56(s)H(8)

-0.886

other

0.83(sp

2.87

)N(6) + 0.56(s)H(9)

-0.886

minor

Note: E

(2)

0.44(sp2.16)O(2) - 0.90(s)H(3)

-1

values reported in kcal mol .
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0.5791

0.050

2.1

0.032

0.9

0.032

0.9

59.7

Figure 27 2D-(P)NBO contour maps of the primary NBO interaction for each
complex. The contours of the O4∙∙∙H10−N8 and O5∙∙∙H7−N6 are also included
(bottom half).

The Lewis base and acid of a hydrogen bonded complex will tend towards
a linear geometry, as this corresponds to the strongest intermolecular
interaction between the acid/base pair as a consequence of maximum
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nB/σAH* orbital overlap. As can be seen in Figure 25, the (O—H)∙∙∙N angle for
each complex is nearly linear. The bond angle for the O2H3N8 interaction is
172.5° and that of the O2H3N6 interaction is 179.4°. Additionally, the O—H
bond length of the Lewis acid will lengthen as a result of the increased
occupancy of the σOH* anti-bonding orbital. This lengthening of the O—H
bond, shown in Figure 25, leads to the characteristic red-shifting of the O—H
vibrational frequency and bond weakening; a change of -1398.8 cm-1 and 925.3 cm-1 for H2SO4−NH3 and HNO3−NH3, respectively. These frequency shifts
are in good agreement with those published previously.103, 108
Table 5 summarizes the charge transfer, (P)NBO overlap integral for the
leading nN→σHO* interaction and the A—H bond ionicity for each complex. In
hydrogen bonding, the Lewis acid is expected to become slightly anionic as the
Lewis base becomes equally cationic; a result of the nN→σHO* intermolecular
charge transfer. The extent of charge transfer from nN to σOH* can be
correlated with the extent of overlap between the interacting NBOs. The H2SO4−
NH3 complex demonstrates the largest amount of charge transfer as a result of
the greatest nN/σOH* overlap. Consequently, the σOH* anti-bond will attempt
to repolarize in order to maximize the overlap between the nN and σOH* NBOs,
resulting in a withdrawal of electron density from the proton, increasing the
ionicity of the O—H bond (ΔiOH > 0). As expected, both complexes experience a
positive change in O—H bond ionicity, with that of the H2SO4−NH3 complex
being most pronounced.
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The formation of H2SO4 and HNO3 hydrogen bonded complexes of NH3
weakens the O—H bond of the acid. The net result is that the inorganic acid
becomes more anionic while the ammonia becomes more cationic, making each
complex resemble the ionic forms found in aerosol particles.
Table 5 NBO descriptors showing net intermolecular charge transfer (ΔQB→A),
bond ionicity (iAH), and the (P)NBO overlap integrals for attractive nB-σAH* (Snσ*)
interactions.
ΔQ B→A

S nσ*

Δi AH

major

0.1101

0.6078

0.1209

major

0.0803

0.5536

0.1047

Complex
NH3–H2SO4

NH3–HNO3

NHx-Acid Complex
As the concentration of NH3 becomes more elevated in the atmosphere through
increases in agricultural activities, on-road vehicle use and other processes,126
the importance of the gas-phase oxidation products of ammonia become more
significant. These products include the amidogen (NH2) and imidogen (NH)
radicals. As the concentration of these radicals increase, so does the likelihood
that they may play a more pronounced role in the formation of condensation
nuclei. In an effort to ascertain the importance NHx radicals in the formation of
atmospheric condensation nuclei, the gas-phase structures of H2SO4−NHx and
HNO3−NHx have been identified and are presented here for the first time. In
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addition, the NHx complexes of formic acid [HC(O)OH] and acetic acid
[CH3C(O)OH] are presented here for the first time.
5.3.2 Equilibrium Structures
Figure 28 presents the three-dimensional structures of the twelve
minimum energy acid− NHx complexes presented in this work. Each complex
can be easily described as a typical hydrogen bonded structure stabilized by
the presence of a single O—H∙∙∙N interaction. The hydrogen bond length r(H ∙∙∙
N) and angle Θ(O—H ∙∙∙ N) of each complex are tabulated in Table 6 (columns 1
and 2). As expected, the hydrogen bond angle approaches linearity, consistent
with a maximum in the overlap of nB and σAH*. The extent of this overlap is
manifest in the magnitude of the corresponding hydrogen bond lengths. In the
present context, hydrogen bond length are shortest for those complexes of NH3
and longest for those of NH, suggesting that the overlap of nB and σOH* is
greater for NH3.
Table 6 also lists the r(O—H) bond length and the change in this bond length
compared with that of the monomer structure (columns 3 and 4). For a given
acid series, the r(O—H) bond length increases and the hydrogen bond length
decreases. The largest change in r(O—H) bond length is seen in the H2SO4−NH3
complex, 0.07Å. Such a large change in the O—H bond length results in the
weakening of the bond and sets up a scenario where proton transfer from
H2SO4 is facilitated. Previous work by Larson et al.108 has shown that the
addition of a single water molecule to the system, increases r(O—H) by 0.42 Å
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to 1.46 Å. Such a large r(O—H) bond distance indicates that the O—H bond is
broken. The net result is the transfer of a proton from H2SO4 to NH3, giving the
ion pair, NH4+ and HSO4-. This suggests that the nucleation of H2SO4 in the
presence of H2O is enhanced by the presence of NH3 because the H2SO4−NH3
structure strongly resembles the ion pair. To a first approximation, the r(O—H)
bond distance can be taken as a rough indictor as to the effect NHx has on the
nucleation of atmospheric acids.
Table 6 Geometric parameters for the NHx-Acid complexes
-1

r (H ∙∙∙ N), Å

Θ(O—H ∙∙∙ N), deg.

r (O—H), Å

Δr (O—H), Å

NH3–HNO3
NH2–HNO3
NH–HNO3

1.66
1.74
1.91

179.4
179.6
172.5

1.02
1.00
0.98

0.05
0.03
0.01

-925.3
-542.5
-200.5

NH3–H2SO4
NH2–H2SO4
NH–H2SO4

1.56
1.67
1.84

172.5
170.3
176.0

1.04
1.00
0.98

0.07
0.04
0.01

-1398.8
-779.2
-297.6

NH3–CHO(OH)
NH2–CHO(OH)
NH–CHO(OH)

1.73
1.81
1.96

169.0
166.2
180.0

1.00
0.99
0.97

0.03
0.02
0.01

-724.0
-407.8
-155.8

NH3–CH3CO(OH)
NH2–CH3CO(OH)
NH–CH3CO(OH)

1.75
1.83
1.98

168.5
165.9
161.8

1.00
0.98
0.97

0.03
0.02
0.01

-651.5
-365.7
-148.9

H2O–H2O

1.93

173.1

0.97

0.01

-101.3

Δν(O—H), cm

The final column of Table 6 lists the change in the vibrational frequency
of the acid O—H bond. As expected, the most significant change takes place
with the NH3−H2SO4 complex, Δν = -1398.8 cm-1. This is significant, especially
when viewed against the change computed for the water dimer, -101 cm-1 (also
shown in Table 3 for comparison). This discrepancy can be explained in terms
of the magnitude of electron density delocalized into the O−H anti-bond of the
acid moiety. In the case of the H2SO4−NH3 complex, an increase of 0.10553 e is
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observed compared to an increase of only 0.00015 e for the H−O bond of the
water dimer. The strength of the O—H···N hydrogen bonding anticipated for the
acid−NXx systems evaluated here demonstrates the importance of the
heterogeneous nucleation of acid−NXx complexes as compared with the
homogeneous nucleation of the water dimer.
5.3.3 Binding Energies
Table 7 presents the total corrected binding energy for each complex. The
binding energy De is determined as the difference between the total energy of
the complex and the sum of the total energies of the isolated monomers. The
zero-point energy correction is added to De to give the zero point energy
corrected binding energy D0. Finally, the basis set superposition error,
calculated via the counterpoise method is added to Do to give the final total
corrected binding energy D0,cp. As expected, those complexes that manifest the
shortest intermolecular hydrogen bond have the largest stabilization energy.
The binding energy reveals the stability of each complex. Of all the NHx
complexes examined, the H2SO4−NH3 complex is the most stable, as indicated
by the large binding energy, D0,cp = -13.6 kcal/mol. For comparison, a typical
hydrogen bond energy, such as in the water dimer, is D0,cp = -2.3 kcal/mol (as
calculated and corrected for at the MP2(full)/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level). This
large stabilization energy is indicative of a strong hydrogen bond interaction
between H2SO4 and NH3, which is in agreement with the unusually short
hydrogen bond distance discussed earlier. The significance of the larger
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association energies of the NHx−acid complexes leads to the conclusion that the
heterogeneous nucleation of these complexes may be much more pronounced
than for the homogenous nucleation of water.

Figure 28 Lowest energy NHx−acid complexes optimized at the MP2(full)/6311++G(3df,3pd).
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Table 7 Binding energies (kcal/mol) of the NHx–acid complexes. Energies are
zero-point energy and BSSE corrected.
MP2(full)/*

QCISD(T)/*

MP2(full)/*//
CCSD(T)/*

BD(T)/*

NH3–HNO3
NH2–HNO3
NH–HNO3

-10.5
-7.5
-3.8

-10.1
-7.1
-3.5

-10.2
-7.1
-3.5

-10.2
-7.2
-3.5

NH3–H2SO4
NH2–H2SO4
NH–H2SO4

-13.6
-9.8
-4.8

-12.8
-9.1
-4.4

-12.8
-9.1
-4.4

-12.8
-9.1
-4.4

NH3–CHO(OH)
NH2–CHO(OH)
NH–CHO(OH)

-8.8
-6.3
-2.9

-8.3
-5.8
-2.6

-8.2
-5.8
-2.6

-8.3
-5.8
-2.6

NH3–CH3CO(OH)
NH2–CH3CO(OH)
NH–CH3CO(OH)

-8.3
-6.0
-2.9

-7.9
-5.6
-2.9

-7.9
-5.6
-2.9

-7.9
-5.6
-2.9

* Denotes the 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set.

5.3.4 Electron Density difference maps
As shown before in the case of the H2SO4−NH3 and HNO3−NH3 complexes, a
qualitative way of viewing the extent of the hydrogen bond interaction is by
viewing the relevant electron density difference maps. The maps for the 12 NHx
complexes are shown in Figure 29. Looking across an acid series, it is
immediately apparent that the extent of change in the electron density is most
pronounced in the NH3 complexes and less so as the multiplicity of the NHx
species increases. This decrease in change as one moves from NH3 to NH
indicates that the nB and σOH* overlap is more efficient in the case of complexes
of NH3. These maps also corroborate that each complex is stabilized through
the formation of a hydrogen bond, indicated by a region of electron gain around
the nitrogen, a region of loss around the proton, and a sequence of regions of
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electron gain, loss, an gain.125 The extent of this hydrogen bonding is correlated
with the amount of electron density shared between two monomer units.

Figure 29 EPDMs for the H2SO4−NHx and HNO3−NHx complexes, shown with
surface contour resolution of 0.002 e/au3.
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nN→σHO* (52.5 kcal/mol)

nN→σHO* (39.3 kcal/mol) total

nN→σHO* (16.7 kcal/mol) total

Snσ* (0.5536)

Snσ* (0.4721)

Snσ* (0.2978)

NH3 ∙∙∙ HNO3

NH2 ∙∙∙ HNO3

NH ∙∙∙ HNO3

O1

N1

H3

N1

O1

O1

N1
H1

H1

H1

nN→σHO* (73.7 kcal/mol)

nN→σHO* (50.4 kcal/mol) total

nN→σHO* (23.1 kcal/mol) total

Snσ* (0.6078)

Snσ* (0.5201)

Snσ* (0.3400)

NH3 ∙∙∙ H2SO4

NH2 ∙∙∙ H2SO4

NH ∙∙∙ H2SO4

H1

H1

O1

O1

N1

H1

N1
O1

H2

C1

O2

O2

H3

N1

H2

C1
H3

nN→σHO* (38.7 kcal/mol)

nN→σHO* (26.9 kcal/mol) total

nN→σHO* (12.5 kcal/mol) total

Snσ* (0.4968)

Snσ* (0.4042)

Snσ* (0.2718)

NH3 ∙∙∙ CHO(OH)

NH2 ∙∙∙ CHO(OH)

NH ∙∙∙ CHO(OH)
H7

H7

H7
O6

O6

N10

N10

O6

N10
H11

C2
H5

H12

C1
O8

C2

H10

C1

C2

O8

H5

H10

C1
O8

H5

nN→σHO* (35.4 kcal/mol)

nN→σHO* (24.0 kcal/mol) total

nN→σHO* (11.2 kcal/mol) total

Snσ* (0.4860)

Snσ* (0.3881)

Snσ* (0.2918)

NH3 ∙∙∙ CH3CO(OH)

NH2 ∙∙∙ CH3CO(OH)

NH ∙∙∙ CH3CO(OH)

Figure 30 2D (P)NBO contour maps of the leading interactions between NHx
and the corresponding acid. The 2nd-order perturbative stabilization energy for
each interaction is listed in parenthesis. The orbital overlap integral sum is
also listed for each interaction.
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5.3.5 Orbital Overlap Diagrams
The leading nN → σXH* interaction for each complex is illustrated in Figure 30
(only those atoms that lie in the X—H∙∙∙N plane are depicted). In the case of the
NH2 and NH complexes, only the leading α-spin interaction is depicted. Listed
with each overlap image is the second-order perturbative estimate E(2) of the
stabilization energy arising from the shown interaction and the associated
overlap integral Snσ*. For the NH2 and NH complexes, the E(2) estimate is the
total of the α- and β-spin contributions; whereas, Snσ* represents the
interaction shown and is comparable for both spin states. As a point of
reference, E(2) and Snσ* for the water dimer are 8.1 kcal/mol and 0.2048,
respectively. It is clear from Figure 30 that the short hydrogen bond distances
of these complexes is the result of ideal orbital overlap.
As can be seen in Figure 30, the nN → σXH* interaction becomes less
pronounced as the radical nature of the NHx species increases. As an example,
E(2) for the H2SO4−NH3 is estimated to be 52.5 kcal mol-1. This interaction is
lowered to 39.3 kcal mol-1 for NH2 and 16.7 kcal mol-1 for NH. The decrease is a
result of poorer overlap between the interacting orbitals. The orbital overlap
integral for the nN → σXH* interaction of the H2SO4−NHx complexes is reduced
by 14.7% and 46.2% for NH2− and NH−, respectively. The result of this
reduction is a complex that is less “salt-like” than H2SO4−NH3. However, the
resulting NHx−acid complexes are more “salt like” than the acid monomers
taken alone. The result of this reduction is a complex that is less “salt-like”
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than H2SO4−NH3. However, the resulting NHx−acid complexes are more “salt
like” than the acid monomers taken alone with the result that both NH2 and
NH are expected to play a role in the enhancement of the nucleation of each
acid.
5.4 Thermodynamics
5.4.1 Gibbs Free Energies
The binding energies listed in Table 7 represent the BSSE corrected Gibb’s free
energy of formation, ΔGf for each of the acid−NHx complexes as determined at 0
K (ΔG = ΔH – ΔS(0 K)). To ascertain the importance of complex formation at
more elevated, atmospherically relevant temperatures, estimations of ΔGf for
each complex in the temperature range of 220-300 K were made and are listed
in Table 8. Complexes of NH3 with all the acids have strong ΔGf, even at
temperatures as high as 300 K. This is significant because the formation of
atmospheric condensation nuclei may be enhanced by complex formation even
at elevated temperatures. The Gibb’s energy for complexes of NH2 is significant
for HNO3 and H2SO4 at all of the temperatures listed. Complexes of formic acid
and acetic acid are expected to form at temperatures below ~260 K. Above this
temperature, the Gibb’s energy is only slightly positive and it may be argued
that complex formation is probable for those temperatures within the error of
the calculations. Complexes of NH are only predicted to be significant within
the temperature range probed for sulfuric acid, and only then at temperatures
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colder than ~260 K. The data suggest that in general NH complexes are not
significant under atmospheric conditions.
5.4.2 Equilibrium and Dissociation Constants
The equilibrium constant, KEQ, and the dissociation rate constant, kDISS, were
determined for each NHx complex and are reported in Table 9. The dissociation
rate constant, which uses N2 as the sole collisional partner, can be seen to
increase with temperature as well as the radical nature of the NHx, which is
consistent with the increased thermal energy present at higher temperatures
and with the increasingly lower binding energies of NH2 and NH as compared
with NH3. For HNO3−NH3, kDISS increases from 1.54 × 10-18 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 at
220 K to 9.00 × 10-16 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 at 300 K. In addition to the expected
decrease in kDISS over the temperature range of 220 K to 300K, KEQ is observed
to decrease. For HNO3−NH3, KEQ decreases from a value of 1.01 × 10-14 at 220 K
to 7.86 × 10-18 at 300 K. The change in both of these quantities will effect the
ultimate abundance of each complex under atmospheric conditions.
The abundance of H2SO4−NH3 and HNO3−NH3 was estimated by
employing the KEQ values calculated for each complex and by using
concentrations of NH3,127 H2SO4,128-129 and HNO3130 that are typical of those
values measured in the atmosphere. Although the abundance of these species
will change with temperature and pressure, constant values for the
concentrations of NH3 (2.46 × 1011 molecules cm-3), H2SO4 (2.00 × 106
molecules cm-3), and HNO3 (3.35 × 1010 molecules cm-3) were used in all
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estimates of complex abundance, solely for illustrative purposes. The
abundance of the HNO3−NH3 complex at 220 K and 300 K was determined to
be 9.06 × 107 molecules cm-3 and 6.48 × 104 molecules cm-3, respectively.
Similarly, the concentration of H2SO4−NH3 was calculated to lie between 4.07 ×
106 molecules cm-3 at 220 K and 4.33 × 102 molecules cm-3 at 300 K.
5.4.3 Lifetime and Collisional Frequency
Atmospheric lifetimes and collisional frequencies for each NHx complex were
calculated over the same 220-300 K temperature range and the results are
listed in Table 10. For complexes of NHx to have an effect on the formation of
atmospheric condensation nuclei, they need to exist long enough to experience
sufficient collisions with water as to form condensation nuclei. It can be seen
by comparison of Tables 7 and 10 that those complexes with the largest
binding energies have the longest atmospheric lifetimes. The lifetime of
H2SO4−NH3 at 220 K is quite large, 4 s. The collisional frequency will be
dependent on the amount of water vapor present and this is in large part
dependent of the prevalent temperature. For the estimates given here, a relative
humidity of 50% at each temperature was assumed. The lifetime for
H2SO4−NH2 complexes are in the millisecond timeframe from 220 – 240 K. This
should have both in situ and laboratory significance for their direct observation.
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Table 8 Gibb's free energy of formation for the NHx acid complexes, as determined at the MP2(full)/6311++G(3df,3pd) computational level.
H2SO4

HNO3
NH3

NH2

NH

NH3

NH2

CH3C(O)OH

HC(O)OH
NH

NH3

NH2

NH

NH3

NH2

NH

220

-6.3

-3.2

0.2

-9.8

-5.7

-1.2

-4.2

-1.7

0.9

-3.6

-1.3

1.4

230

-6.1

-2.9

0.4

-9.5

-5.4

-0.9

-3.9

-1.4

1.2

-3.3

-1.0

1.7

240

-5.8

-2.6

0.7

-9.2

-5.1

-0.7

-3.6

-1.1

1.4

-3.0

-0.7

1.9

250

-5.5

-2.3

0.9

-8.9

-4.8

-0.4

-3.4

-0.8

1.6

-2.7

-0.4

2.2

260

-5.2

-2.1

1.2

-8.6

-4.5

-0.2

-3.1

-0.6

1.9

-2.5

-0.1

2.4

270

-4.9

-1.8

1.4

-8.3

-4.2

0.1

-2.8

-0.3

2.1

-2.2

0.2

2.6

280

-4.6

-1.5

1.6

-8.0

-3.9

0.3

-2.5

0.0

2.3

-1.9

0.5

2.9

290

-4.4

-1.2

1.9

-7.7

-3.6

0.6

-2.2

0.3

2.5

-1.6

0.7

3.1

300

-4.1

-1.0

2.1

-7.4

-3.4

0.8

-1.9

0.6

2.8

-1.3

1.0

3.4

Note: Values are reported in kcal/mol
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Table 9 Equilibrium and Dissociation Constants for the NHx-acid complexes
H2SO4

HNO3
T, K

KEQ

NH3

k DISS

KEQ

NH2

k DISS

KEQ

NH

k DISS

KEQ

NH3

k DISS

KEQ

NH2

k DISS

KEQ

NH

k DISS

220

1.01E-14 1.54E-18

1.04E-17 2.65E-16

8.74E-20 3.40E-14

8.27E-12 3.81E-20

3.79E-15 2.19E-17

1.48E-19 9.25E-15

230

3.11E-15 4.51E-18

4.44E-18 5.60E-16

5.08E-20 4.94E-14

1.85E-12 1.54E-19

1.22E-15 5.84E-17

8.39E-20 1.47E-14

240

1.06E-15 1.19E-17

2.05E-18 1.10E-15

3.10E-20 6.91E-14

4.69E-13 5.47E-19

4.30E-16 1.41E-16

4.99E-20 2.22E-14

250

3.95E-16 2.90E-17

1.01E-18 2.03E-15

1.98E-20 9.33E-14

1.33E-13 1.73E-18

1.66E-16 3.15E-16

3.10E-20 3.21E-14

260

1.59E-16 6.51E-17

5.24E-19 3.55E-15

1.31E-20 1.22E-13

4.16E-14 4.96E-18

6.88E-17 6.51E-16

2.00E-20 4.45E-14

270

6.88E-17 1.37E-16

2.87E-19 5.90E-15

8.92E-21 1.56E-13

1.42E-14 1.30E-17

3.06E-17 1.26E-15

1.34E-20 5.96E-14

280

3.16E-17 2.70E-16

1.64E-19 9.39E-15

6.27E-21 1.94E-13

5.25E-15 3.13E-17

1.44E-17 2.30E-15

9.22E-21 7.75E-14

290

1.54E-17 5.05E-16

9.82E-20 1.44E-14

4.53E-21 2.36E-13

2.08E-15 7.02E-17

7.17E-18 3.99E-15

6.53E-21 9.79E-14

300

7.86E-18 9.00E-16

6.08E-20 2.12E-14

3.35E-21 2.82E-13

8.79E-16 1.48E-16

3.75E-18 6.59E-15

4.75E-21 1.21E-13

HC(O)OH
T, K

KEQ

NH3

k DISS

KEQ

NH2

k DISS

CH3C(O)OH
KEQ

NH

k DISS

KEQ

NH3

k DISS

KEQ

NH2

k DISS

KEQ

NH

k DISS

220

3.99E-19 1.54E-17

2.56E-19 9.33E-16

1.70E-21 8.57E-14

1.27E-19 1.07E-16

1.15E-19 2.40E-15

1.15E-21 2.75E-14

230

1.87E-19 3.78E-17

1.26E-19 1.76E-15

1.21E-21 1.12E-13

6.23E-20 2.35E-16

5.85E-20 4.15E-15

8.18E-22 3.38E-14

240

9.35E-20 8.51E-17

6.58E-20 3.12E-15

8.97E-22 1.43E-13

3.26E-20 4.80E-16

3.16E-20 6.78E-15

5.98E-22 4.04E-14

250

4.96E-20 1.78E-16

3.63E-20 5.25E-15

6.80E-22 1.77E-13

1.80E-20 9.14E-16

1.79E-20 1.05E-14

4.50E-22 4.71E-14

260

2.77E-20 3.50E-16

2.11E-20 8.41E-15

5.29E-22 2.14E-13

1.04E-20 1.64E-15

1.07E-20 1.56E-14

3.47E-22 5.38E-14

270

1.62E-20 6.49E-16

1.28E-20 1.29E-14

4.20E-22 2.54E-13

6.32E-21 2.78E-15

6.63E-21 2.22E-14

2.74E-22 6.02E-14

280

9.85E-21 1.14E-15

8.04E-21 1.91E-14

3.40E-22 2.96E-13

3.98E-21 4.50E-15

4.27E-21 3.06E-14

2.20E-22 6.64E-14

290

6.21E-21 1.92E-15

5.23E-21 2.74E-14

2.80E-22 3.40E-13

2.59E-21 6.98E-15

2.84E-21 4.09E-14

1.80E-22 7.21E-14

300

4.05E-21 3.11E-15

3.52E-21 3.81E-14

2.34E-22 3.84E-13

1.74E-21 1.04E-14

1.94E-21 5.31E-14

1.50E-22 7.73E-14

3

-1

* KEQ is reported in cm molecule .
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Table 10 Lifetime and Collisional frequencies for the NHx-acid complexes.
HNO3
T, K

τ

NH3

υ coll

τ

NH2

υ coll

H2SO4
NH
τ

υ coll

τ

NH3

υ coll

τ

NH2

υ coll

NH
τ

υ coll

220

1.03E-01 8.85E+03

5.99E-04 1.02E+04

4.67E-06 1.10E+04

4.17E+00 9.89E+03

7.25E-03 1.05E+04

1.72E-05 1.10E+04

230

2.91E-02 3.66E+04

2.34E-04 4.23E+04

2.65E-06 4.55E+04

8.51E-01 4.09E+04

2.25E-03 4.36E+04

8.92E-06 4.54E+04

240

9.18E-03 8.84E+04

9.94E-05 1.02E+05

1.58E-06 1.10E+05

2.00E-01 9.88E+04

7.74E-04 1.05E+05

4.93E-06 1.10E+05

250

3.18E-03 2.34E+05

4.53E-05 2.71E+05

9.87E-07 2.92E+05

5.31E-02 2.62E+05

2.92E-04 2.79E+05

2.87E-06 2.91E+05

260

1.20E-03 6.19E+05

2.19E-05 7.16E+05

6.37E-07 7.71E+05

1.57E-02 6.92E+05

1.19E-04 7.37E+05

1.75E-06 7.68E+05

270

4.86E-04 1.44E+06

1.12E-05 1.67E+06

4.26E-07 1.80E+06

5.12E-03 1.61E+06

5.26E-05 1.72E+06

1.11E-06 1.79E+06

280

2.10E-04 2.99E+06

6.05E-06 3.46E+06

2.93E-07 3.72E+06

1.82E-03 3.34E+06

2.47E-05 3.56E+06

7.33E-07 3.71E+06

290

9.68E-05 5.70E+06

3.41E-06 6.60E+06

2.07E-07 7.10E+06

6.97E-04 6.37E+06

1.23E-05 6.79E+06

4.99E-07 7.08E+06

300

4.70E-05 1.03E+07

2.00E-06 1.19E+07

1.50E-07 1.28E+07

2.86E-04 1.15E+07

6.42E-06 1.23E+07

3.50E-07 1.28E+07

NH

NH3

HC(O)OH
T, K

τ

NH3

υ coll

τ

NH2

υ coll

CH3C(O)OH
τ

υ coll

τ

υ coll

τ

NH2

υ coll

NH
τ

υ coll

220

1.03E-02 8.57E+03

1.70E-04 9.95E+03

1.85E-06 1.06E+04

1.49E-03 1.21E+04

6.62E-05 1.37E+04

5.77E-06 1.07E+04

230

3.47E-03 3.54E+04

7.45E-05 4.11E+04

1.17E-06 4.39E+04

5.57E-04 5.02E+04

3.16E-05 5.65E+04

3.88E-06 4.43E+04

240

1.29E-03 8.56E+04

3.51E-05 9.94E+04

7.67E-07 1.06E+05

2.28E-04 1.21E+05

1.62E-05 1.37E+05

2.71E-06 1.07E+05

250

5.16E-04 2.27E+05

1.75E-05 2.63E+05

5.20E-07 2.81E+05

1.01E-04 3.22E+05

8.76E-06 3.62E+05

1.95E-06 2.84E+05

260

2.22E-04 5.99E+05

9.25E-06 6.95E+05

3.63E-07 7.42E+05

4.75E-05 8.49E+05

4.99E-06 9.55E+05

1.45E-06 7.49E+05

270

1.02E-04 1.40E+06

5.13E-06 1.62E+06

2.61E-07 1.73E+06

2.39E-05 1.98E+06

2.98E-06 2.23E+06

1.10E-06 1.75E+06

280

4.97E-05 2.89E+06

2.97E-06 3.36E+06

1.92E-07 3.59E+06

1.26E-05 4.10E+06

1.85E-06 4.61E+06

8.55E-07 3.62E+06

290

2.54E-05 5.52E+06

1.78E-06 6.40E+06

1.44E-07 6.84E+06

7.00E-06 7.82E+06

1.20E-06 8.80E+06

6.78E-07 6.90E+06

300

1.36E-05 9.97E+06

1.11E-06 1.16E+07

1.10E-07 1.24E+07

4.06E-06 1.41E+07

7.97E-07 1.59E+07

5.47E-07 1.25E+07

-1

* Lifetime is reported in s. υ coll is reported in collisions/s .
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5.5 Conclusion
The present work has demonstrated the existence of hydrogen bond stabilized
complexes of NHx with HNO3, H2SO4, formic and acetic acid. The calculated
binding energies of all the acid complexes of NH3 and NH2 are greater than or
equivalent to that of the water dimer, which has a binding energy of -5.0 kcal
mol-1.131 The water dimer is a useful comparison as it is broadly held as the
standard for atmospheric hydrogen bonded complexes. The acid−NH complexes
have weaker binding energies between -2.9 kcal mol-1 and -4.8 kcal mol-1, a
result of the double radical nature of the NH diradical.
The results presented here suggest that new condensation nuclei will be
primarily initiated by acid complexation with NH3 and to a lesser degree NH2
and NH. This can be seen by observing the trend in the change of electron
density for a given acid as a function of the multiplicity of NHx. As the radical
nature of NHx increases, the extent to which electron density is delocalized into
a hydrogen bond interaction is decreased. This decrease in electron
delocalization is quantitatively expressed by the trend in the (P)NBO overlap
integrals and in the 2nd-order perturbative estimates of the stabilization energy.
A mitigating factor for the relevance of NH2 and NH in the formation of
new condensation nuclei will be their respective concentrations at
temperatures relevant to the atmosphere. The binding energies expressed for
each NHx−acid complex are based on ab initio calculations that assume a
temperature of 0 K. The actual formation of each complex will involve interplay
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between the enthalpies and entropies of formation. The Gibb’s free energy of
formation for complexes of NH3 is found to be favorable at all temperatures
between 220 and 300 K. The H2SO4−NH2 and HNO3−NH2 complexes are also
expected to be of importance within the same temperature range and must be
considered in nucleation models germane to these acids. The remaining
complexes of NH2 are only expected to be relevant at temperatures below 280
K. The NH radical is only expected to play a role in nucleation in the case of
H2SO4 and at temperatures below 270 K. However, the full importance of the
NH radical in nucleation is expected to be minimal as the atmospheric
concentration of this radical species is expected to be very low.
It is of note that Kirkby et al.48 report that for typical boundary-layer
ammonia concentrations, below ~ 1 ppbv, ternary nucleation of NH3–H2SO4–
H2O, is unable to explain the atmospheric observations of increased aerosol
formation over that which takes place in the absence of NH3.48 They state that
these observations imply that additional species, most likely organic
compounds, are necessary for boundary-layer nucleation. The results of this
study indicate that the formation of condensation nuclei from less reduced
NHx–acid complexes (those of NH2 and NH) is less likely. This suggests that the
inability of NH3 to explain the increased formation of condensation nuclei, and
subsequently new aerosol particles, is a function of the reduced concentration
of NH3 most likely because of its conversion to NH2 as a result of photolysis or
reaction with OH, Cl or NO3 radicals.
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Chapter 6
Summary
Air pollution has been implicated as a cause for various health hazards
in humans including, cancer, heart attacks and breathing related diseases. Air
pollution also affects the animal and plant world as well. Various chemical and
biological models are used by scientists to predict pollution levels and their
effects on human, plant and animal health. Unfortunately, these models are
not able to predict the observed pollution levels in the atmosphere under all
conditions. These models are being constantly updated by atmospheric
scientists to better predict pollution levels in the atmosphere. Identifying all the
pathways that leads to pollution formation in the atmosphere is critical to
improving these models.
Anthropogenic activities in conjunction with radicals are often the
primary reason for creating both ozone and particulate matter pollution in the
atmosphere. As the climate gets warmer and wetter, water mediated radical
chemistry also is affected. Water vapor in the atmosphere has the potential to
complex with radicals leading to the formation of radical-water complexes. This
dissertation focuses on the role of radical-water complexes in creating ozone
and particulate matter pollution in the atmosphere. The first half of this
dissertation focuses on ozone pollution created indirectly through the selfreaction of peroxy radicals. Specifically, the effect of water vapor and
temperature on the kinetics of the self-reaction of β-hydroxyethyl peroxy
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radical was studied using both experimental and computational methods. The
measured rate constant can be used in scientific models to better predict
tropospheric ozone concentrations in the atmosphere. The experimental study
shows that the rate of the self-reaction of β-hydroxyethyl peroxy radical
increases with increasing water vapor concentration. The increase in the selfreaction was attributed to the formation of a β-hydroxyethyl peroxy radicalwater complex. The products of the self-reaction of β-hydroxyethyl peroxy
radical could not be identified in the experimental study and thus a
computational study was performed to identify the products. Slices of the
potential energy surface (PES) for the self-reaction of β-hydroxyethyl peroxy
radical were calculated with high level ab initio calculations both in the
presence and absence of water vapor. The study identified products similar to
those observed for other peroxy radicals in the atmosphere. Although in the
presence of water vapor a new product pathway was identified that produced
hydroperoxy radical as a product as well. The PES study showed that, in the
presence of water vapor, an increase in tropospheric ozone is possible. The
addition of the water vapor and temperature dependence of the β-hydroxyethyl
peroxy self-reaction rate constant to models would improve their ability to
predict ozone concentrations and thus help in devising policies to prevent
ozone production.
The second half of this dissertation focuses on the role of radical-water
complexes in forming aerosol particles in the atmosphere. Similar to ozone
production in the atmosphere, atmospheric models under-predict relative to
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observed concentrations, the number density of aerosols in the atmosphere.
The majority of aerosols in the atmosphere are thought to form from the
nucleation of sulfuric acid-water complexes. Up to this point, the majority of
research on new particle formation in the atmosphere has involved study of
sulfuric acid nucleation. However, nucleation by sulfuric acid is not sufficient
to explain the observed aerosol concentration in the atmosphere as there is not
enough sulfuric acid present to form the observed aerosol concentrations.
Various organic compounds and other sulfur compounds have been explored
as nucleating agents in an effort to explain the observed aerosol
concentrations. This dissertation attempts to identify the role of radical-water
complexes to act as nucleating agents to form aerosol particles in the
atmosphere. An experimental set-up involving scanning mobility particle sizers
as detectors was created to form and measure radical initiated particle
formation. The setup uses UV absorption spectroscopy to measure the radical
concentration and wavelength modulated IR spectroscopy to measure the water
vapor. Hydroperoxy radical (HO2) was used as the test radical in this study.
The hydroperoxy radical-water complex was expected to act as the nucleating
site for the formation of aerosol particles, but at room temperature and
pressure, no new particle formation was observed. Recent publications on
nucleation theory and sulfuric acid aerosol particle formation sheds light on
the possible reasons for the observed lack of particle formation in this study. It
has been suggested that the binary nucleation of sulfuric acid-water complex
does not occur at room temperature, rather a ternary nucleation involving a
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base like ammonia or amines is responsible for particle formation in the
troposphere at room temperatures. At temperatures of the stratosphere, binary
nucleation is the major pathway to form aerosol particles. The current
experimental set-up does not allow for measurement of the binary nucleation of
particle formation at cold temperatures (220-273K) due to the absence of a
cooling jacket around the reaction cell. Ternary nucleation also cannot be
studied due to the precursor gases used to generate the HO2 radical in the
system. The chlorine gas would react with the base and form ammonium
chloride particles in overwhelming amounts, overshadowing the HO2 radical
generated particles. Possible experimental setup changes that would allow for
measurement of both binary and ternary nucleation has been discussed in the
dissertation.
Ammonia involved in the ternary nucleation process can be photolysed in
the atmosphere to form amidogen (NH2) and imidogen (NH) radicals. The fate of
these radicals in the atmosphere is unexplored. The possibility of these radicals
to act as nucleating sites by complexing with common acids found in the
atmosphere has been explored in this dissertation. The formation of sulfuric
acid (H2SO4), nitric acid (HNO3), acetic acid (CH3C(O)OH) and formic acid
(HCO(O))H) complexes with ammonia, amidogen radical and imidogen radical
was studied with high level ab initio calculations. Other than the ammonia
complexes, H2SO4-NH2 and HNO3-NH2 complexes have shown the potential to
act as nucleating sites to form aerosols. However, the NH radical is not
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expected to play a significant role in the formation of atmospheric condensation
nuclei.
In conclusion, radical–water complexes play a significant role in the
atmosphere. Radical chemistry in the atmosphere is affected by water vapor in
the atmosphere. The inclusion of radical – water complex chemistry in
atmospheric models will improve the estimation of pollution in the atmosphere.
The improved scientific models will help in creating better strategies and
policies to reduce pollution in the atmosphere.
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Cartesian coordinates for β-HEP and β-HEP-water complexes

β-HEP global minimum geometry
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β – HEP local minimum geometry
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β – HEP – water complex global minimum geometry
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β-HEP-water complex local minimum 1
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β-HEP_water complex minimum 2
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Cartesian coordinates of Cl + ClCH2CH2OH reaction

Chloroethanol
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Transition state 1 geometry
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Transition state 2 geometry
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Transition state 3 geometry
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H
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Cl
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2.78487000
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The Cartesian coordinates for all the reactant geometries including βHEP and β-HEP-water complex are provided above. Global minimum
geometries were used for both the complexes.
-

Cartesian coordinates of the Intermediate geometries

Intermediate I
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Intermediate II
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C
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H
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O
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H

1.37565900 -0.83465900

2.77154100

Intermediate III
C

1.43878800

0.82205300 -2.60281700

H

1.95539700

0.96775200 -1.63902500

H

1.33321400

1.80330700 -3.08395900

C

0.04883700

0.25579800 -2.35907300

H

-0.44961100

0.01399100 -3.30753900

H

-0.56048200

0.95664300 -1.76959600

O

0.25103100 -0.95842200 -1.60886600

O

-0.97871300 -1.68236300 -1.55233300
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O

2.21483100

0.02342500 -3.48785000

H

2.30205600 -0.85783700 -3.10279700

C

-1.61821400 -3.34733600

2.36560700

H

-0.53088900 -3.30561300

2.54720300

H

-1.95157000 -4.38017000

2.53161700

C

-1.91135600 -2.97558200

0.92060300

H

-2.99339300 -2.91748200

0.74094200

H

-1.44261400 -3.69209400

0.23008100

O

-1.33031200 -1.67012600

0.73074000

O

-1.77659600 -1.13711800 -0.51677500

O

-2.32782000 -2.54244500

3.29938300

H

-2.07458400 -1.62119300

3.15913700

Intermediate IV
C

-2.69717600

0.79952900

0.01883800

H

-2.30800900

1.42771700

0.83807600

H

-3.79458900

0.85955400

0.05289300

C

-2.33178300 -0.66312000

0.26773000

H

-2.54768700 -1.26793400 -0.62162400

H

-2.86497900 -1.05351300

1.14635300

O

-0.90678300 -0.71376500

0.52876300

O

-0.47751300 -2.12352900

0.50672500

O

-2.29685400

1.27571400 -1.24924200

H

-1.33549800

1.43640600 -1.24373200

O

0.54711100

1.32515800 -0.94655200

H

0.45941500

0.45049500 -0.53675900

H

1.14994200

1.20947900 -1.69015900

C

0.31820000 -0.47946500

3.94262300

H

1.28636300 -0.10072400

3.57117800

H

0.24899100 -0.23221900

5.01235900

C

0.28834400 -1.99443900

3.80516500
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H

-0.68660200 -2.40997000

4.09477100

H

1.06446000 -2.44808800

4.44096800

O

0.62591300 -2.46425900

2.48463300

O

-0.62740300 -2.67683500

1.74107500

O

-0.76867900

0.17271400

3.30621600

H

-0.70996200 -0.00887700

2.35581300

Intermediate V
C

-1.07607300

2.20349100 -1.12684900

H

-0.12715000

2.39748500 -1.64881200

H

-1.28808700

3.02000100 -0.42453000

C

-1.01724700

0.89183300 -0.41432700

H

-1.85512300

0.50460100

0.16995100

H

-0.91432000 -1.16967900

1.32573900

O

-0.04935300

O

-0.17513500 -1.21082900 -0.26138300

O

-2.18706400

2.10585100 -2.00975500

H

-2.14138200

1.24883600 -2.47418700

O

-1.90575600 -0.80821600 -2.52171500

H

-1.35988400 -1.30390800 -1.87826100

H

-2.53403700 -1.44316900 -2.88228000

C

0.97206900

1.28747600

3.92270400

H

1.29661100

1.93263800

3.08699400

H

1.84769200

1.08731700

4.55425200

C

0.44602700 -0.03135100

3.38084500

H

0.04492000 -0.65471600

4.19197100

H

1.23548800 -0.57982800

2.84131700

0.13214200 -0.66377800

O

-0.62013700

0.30766600

2.48550200

O

-1.35540600 -0.90155000

2.17583100

O

0.02329800

1.95994600

4.74408300

H

-0.81638900

1.98055200

4.26676900
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Cartesian coordinates of the product geometries

1. RO
C

0.497778 -3.617383 -1.098411

H

-0.202266 -4.339889 -0.647428

H

1.519506 -3.988901 -0.946034

C

0.371600 -2.269595 -0.401306

H

1.044577 -1.530464 -0.854616

H

0.589027 -2.372841

0.672621

O

-0.999765 -1.876887 -0.585726

O

0.308645 -3.529001 -2.506996

H

-0.606200 -3.268674 -2.672451
2. RO2R

C

1.373876

1.839829 -2.359016

H

1.116647

2.740503 -1.777611

H

1.708573

2.158530 -3.354831

C

0.140798

0.962587 -2.528759

H

0.385555

0.049095 -3.086033

H

-0.656244

1.519705 -3.044135

O

-0.277634

0.637070 -1.191783

O

2.468433

1.143877 -1.771359

H

2.226838

0.912108 -0.865841

C

0.593235 -3.285067 -1.178524

H

-0.106809 -4.007574 -0.727542

H

1.614963 -3.656586 -1.026147

C

0.467058 -1.937280 -0.481420

H

1.140034 -1.198149 -0.934729

H

0.684484 -2.040526

0.592508
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O

-0.904308 -1.544572 -0.665839

O

0.404102 -3.196686 -2.587110

H

-0.510743 -2.936359 -2.752565
3. RCHO

C

2.203491 -1.126849 -1.076073

H

2.397485 -1.648812 -0.127150

H

3.020001 -0.424530 -1.288087

C

0.891833 -0.414327 -1.017247

H

0.504601

O

0.132142 -0.663778 -0.049353

O

2.105851 -2.009755 -2.187064

H

1.248836 -2.474187 -2.141382

0.169951 -1.855123

4. ROH
C

1.287476

3.922704

0.972069

H

1.932638

3.086994

1.296611

H

1.087317

4.554252

1.847692

C

-0.031351

3.380845

0.446027

H

-0.654716

4.191971

0.044920

H

-0.579828

2.841317

1.235488

O

0.307666

2.485502 -0.620137

O

1.959946

4.744083

H

1.980552

4.266769 -0.816389

H

0.621845

1.655756 -0.253512

O

-2.123529

0.506725 -0.477513

O

-2.676835

1.741075 -0.627403

0.023298

5. O2
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6. RCHO – Water complex
C

2.203491 -1.126849 -1.076073

H

2.397485 -1.648812 -0.127150

H

3.020001 -0.424530 -1.288087

C

0.891833 -0.414327 -1.017247

H

0.504601

O

0.132142 -0.663778 -0.049353

O

2.105851 -2.009755 -2.187064

H

1.248836 -2.474187 -2.141382

O

-0.808216 -2.521715 -1.905756

H

-1.303908 -1.878261 -1.359884

H

-1.443169 -2.882280 -2.534037

0.169951 -1.855123

7. RO – water complex
C

0.799529

0.018838 -2.697176

H

1.427717

0.838076 -2.308009

H

0.859554

0.052893 -3.794589

C

-0.663120

0.267730 -2.331783

H

-1.267934 -0.621624 -2.547687

H

-1.053513

1.146353 -2.864979

O

-0.713765

0.528763 -0.906783

O

1.275714 -1.249242 -2.296854

H

1.436406 -1.243732 -1.335498

O

1.325158 -0.946552

0.547111

H

0.450495 -0.536759

0.459415

H

1.209479 -1.690159

1.149942

8. HO2
O

1.56872400 -0.05429300 -3.19861800
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O

2.02359700 -0.70244500 -2.13252500

H

2.27806400

0.57552000 -3.44217300
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A–3 Chapter 5 Supporting Information
Table S.I.
NHx geometries
MP2(full)/6311++G(3df,3dp).
NH3
N

-2.4015

-1.2103

-0.1686

H

-2.8309

-0.3889

-0.5709

H

-2.9646

-1.4774

0.6267

H

-2.4855

-1.9508

-0.8510

N

1.9584

2.7608

0.1381

H

1.3377

3.4071

-0.3507

H

2.7734

3.3357

0.3549

N

-1.7910

1.2362

2.3826

H

-2.7594

1.3074

2.7235

NH2

NH
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Table S.II. Acid geometries MP2(full)/6311++G(3df,3dp).
H2SO4
S

-0.1158

0.4446

-0.0874

O

-0.4142

-0.9882

0.5081

H

0.3801

-1.3029

0.9581

O

0.8656

1.0768

0.7150

O

0.6144

0.0932

-1.4440

H

-0.0571

-0.0999

-2.1106

O

-1.3846

1.0007

-0.3831

N

0.2770

-0.0788

-0.2241

O

0.6465

0.6738

0.8904

H

-0.2038

0.8173

1.3324

O

1.1956

-0.3771

-0.9312

O

-0.9024

-0.3231

-0.3218

C

0.2939

-1.7676

2.1457

H

-0.0933

-2.7870

2.2023

O

0.0614

-1.2619

0.9273

H

0.4203

-0.3640

0.9276

O

0.8446

-1.1884

3.0406

C

0.8359

0.0000

0.0536

C

0.7660

0.0000

-1.4382

H

0.2201

-0.8767

-1.7762

H

0.2201

0.8767

-1.7762

H

1.7672

0.0000

-1.8493

O

-0.3985

0.0000

0.6020

HNO3

HC(O)OH

CH3C(O)OH
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H

-0.2628

0.0000

1.5583

O

1.8406

0.0000

0.7189
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Table S.III. NHx-H2SO4 geometries MP2(full)/6311++G(3df,3dp).
NH3-H2SO4
S

-0.3714

0.0573

-0.1700

O

-0.2340

-1.3400

-0.8034

H

0.6989

-1.7278

-0.5631

O

0.4973

0.1606

0.9562

O

0.2914

1.0089

-1.2616

H

-0.3749

1.1928

-1.9345

O

-1.7539

0.3763

-0.0943

N

2.0904

-2.1917

-0.0381

H

2.1159

-3.1237

0.3542

H

2.2316

-1.5281

0.7163

H

2.8654

-2.1041

-0.6821

S

-0.2320

-0.1661

0.9821

O

1.1096

-0.3595

0.2278

H

1.6958

0.4352

0.4084

O

-0.0242

0.6654

2.1180

O

-1.0701

0.7365

-0.0214

H

-1.4512

0.1586

-0.6937

O

-0.8568

-1.4381

1.0625

N

2.5140

1.7919

0.9414

H

3.3378

2.3470

0.7252

H

2.0767

2.2023

1.7649

S

-0.1412

0.4547

-0.0858

O

-0.3834

-0.9615

0.5313

H

0.4379

-1.2559

0.9773

O

0.8052

1.1583

0.7034

NH2-H2SO4

NH-H2SO4
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O

0.6246

0.1117

-1.4317

H

-0.0315

-0.1418

-2.0927

O

-1.4221

0.9668

-0.4161

N

2.0108

-1.6841

1.8225

H

2.9195

-1.7109

2.2955
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Table S.IV. NHx-HNO3 geometries
MP2(full)/6-311++G(3df3,dp).
NH3-HNO3
N

0.1805

0.8755

-0.0099

O

0.1030

-0.4208

0.3849

H

-0.8467

-0.7118

0.1722

O

1.2507

1.3999

0.1661

O

-0.8245

1.3662

-0.4938

N

-2.3927

-1.2032

-0.1683

H

-2.7829

-0.3585

-0.5682

H

-2.9623

-1.4590

0.6277

H

-2.4828

-1.9397

-0.8559

N

-0.0156

0.0295

0.0004

O

1.2224

0.1412

0.5662

H

1.4857

1.0888

0.4097

O

-0.5125

-1.0632

0.0873

O

-0.4705

1.0302

-0.5198

N

1.9582

2.7447

0.1421

H

1.2741

3.3095

-0.3581

H

2.7470

3.3562

0.3404

N

0.2918

-0.0793

-0.2279

O

0.6075

0.6666

0.8871

H

-0.2567

0.8084

1.3246

O

1.2353

-0.3644

-0.9137

O

-0.8798

-0.3507

-0.3761

N

-1.8149

1.2130

2.3503

H

-2.7206

1.3622

2.8075

NH2-HNO3

NH-HNO3
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Table S.V. NHx-HC(O)OH geometries
MP2(full)/6-311++G(3df,3dp).
NH3HC(O)OH
C

-1.5449

1.8578

0.4549

H

-2.0929

2.6793

-0.0159

O

-1.4791

0.8134

-0.3514

H

-0.9713

0.0907

0.1202

O

-1.0744

1.9290

1.5677

N

-0.0735

-0.9381

1.1808

H

-0.5194

-1.7617

1.5623

H

0.8746

-1.1910

0.9360

H

-0.0305

-0.2382

1.9142

C

-1.6582

2.0378

0.1982

H

-2.3334

2.8427

0.5009

O

-1.9604

0.9149

0.8335

H

-1.3309

0.2173

0.5333

O

-0.7685

2.1803

-0.6062

N

-0.0172

-0.7401

-0.2608

H

0.4157

-0.0412

-0.8650

H

0.4940

-1.6084

-0.4020

C

-1.6186

2.1011

0.2985

H

-2.6729

2.2935

0.5139

O

-1.4269

0.8005

0.0844

H

-0.4804

0.6651

-0.1037

O

-0.7677

2.9510

0.2636

N

1.4269

0.3923

-0.4828

NH2HC(O)OH

NH-HC(O)OH
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H

2.4307

0.5286
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-0.6450

Table S.VI. NHx-CH3C(O)OH geometries
MP2(full)/6-311++G(3df,3dp).
NH3CH3C(O)OH
C

-0.2910

-0.7729

0.9480

C

0.8669

-1.4982

0.3355

H

0.6080

-1.8062

-0.6742

H

1.7177

-0.8259

0.2628

H

1.1217

-2.3616

0.9370

O

-0.6405

0.2984

0.2399

H

-1.4116

0.7313

0.7004

O

-0.8497

-1.1172

1.9708

N

-2.7275

1.2292

1.7386

H

-3.6820

1.1642

1.4115

H

-2.6489

2.0774

2.2832

H

-2.5522

0.4421

2.3553

C

-1.6582

2.0378

0.1982

H

-2.3334

2.8427

0.5009

O

-1.9604

0.9149

0.8335

H

-1.3309

0.2173

0.5333

O

-0.7685

2.1803

-0.6062

N

-0.0172

-0.7401

-0.2608

H

0.4157

-0.0412

-0.8650

H

0.4940

-1.6084

-0.4020

C

0.1155

0.0676

0.4336

C

-0.0795

-1.3348

0.9136

H

-1.0807

-1.6699

0.6562

NH2CH3C(O)OH

NHCH3C(O)OH
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H

0.6247

-1.9913

0.4095

H

0.0672

-1.3789

1.9851

O

-0.0588

0.1625

-0.8934

H

0.0829

1.0954

-1.1300

O

0.3952

1.0138

1.1331

N

0.4691

3.0347

-0.9927

H

0.6946

3.5889

-0.1592
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Table S.VII. NHx harmonic vibrational frequencies
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,3dp).
NH3

1021.4183

1657.4130

3685.0098

1657.3894

3537.6381

3685.0202

NH2

1532.1200

3482.4745

3582.3419

NH

3449.3131

Table S.VIII. Acid harmonic vibrational frequencies
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,3dp).
H2SO4

HNO3

HC(O)OH

CH3C(O)OH

261.6109

549.1717

1160.0433

346.0036

563.6282

1255.1196

382.9842

848.2147

1506.5936

448.0311

897.4023

3829.2315

500.9146

1140.3793

3833.7495

502.4291

793.2788

1349.2622

597.0491

916.7006

1867.1553

681.4867

1339.8223

3774.5154

631.1184

1140.9097

1815.9071

683.8242

1306.6028

3130.0042

1065.5835

1415.4169

3799.2423

96.3462

1011.4869

1497.7403

427.9977

1077.5123

1829.8326

558.4941

1210.2043

3088.5310

589.6853

1347.6280

3176.8170

671.8852

1428.8327

3220.7113

883.8434

1487.3897

3810.7919
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Table S.IX. NHx-H2SO4 harmonic vibrational frequencies
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,3dp).
NH3-H2SO4

NH2-H2SO4

NH-H2SO4

43.2467

538.1845

1434.3097

94.6634

565.1098

1530.3841

125.7830

576.9102

1659.8988

251.7525

841.4471

1667.3101

282.8089

965.9156

2434.9158

351.4243

1150.5882

3512.8109

389.2510

1153.0534

3645.8234

426.8460

1190.1843

3669.5868

461.1696

1238.5678

3843.0822

46.3291

445.2010

1244.1746

104.6627

532.8147

1387.6181

143.6917

559.1316

1490.4746

242.5801

568.7727

1523.5353

278.0015

847.0829

3054.4559

331.5030

942.6370

3513.7337

381.1704

965.7063

3625.5087

408.3222

1152.0111

3839.9183

41.3513

435.6531

1151.5426

56.4122

517.6521

1250.5260

199.1004

552.4043

1271.3219

252.3442

565.7474

1496.2317

269.6405

746.2055

3501.2330

291.8244

851.0580

3536.1397

390.6885

920.9071

3837.6571
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Table S.X. NHx-HNO3 harmonic vibrational frequencies
B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,3dp).
NH3-HNO3

NH2-HNO3

NH-HNO3

61.9228

710.3165

1656.6963

76.4684

809.6925

1664.8767

121.6442

987.4229

1823.3093

254.1932

1130.323
7

2849.2466

326.3007

1135.328
8

3520.4052

408.2121

1355.154
7

3658.2949

668.7804

1549.980
6

3666.9067

74.2072

652.4862

1496.0318

96.4069

709.9475

1534.6338

105.0102

801.5584

1840.6772

232.4131

963.0098

3231.9585

321.6007

993.1063

3511.7279

370.2516

1396.887
8

3618.1762

67.4462

624.3078

1351.2178

68.3923

697.3504

1412.7304

180.3295

777.1623

1847.6045
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Table S.XI. NHx-HC(O)OH harmonic vibrational
frequencies B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,3dp).
NH3HC(O)OH

NH2HC(O)OH

NH-HC(O)OH

116.0191

1056.9542

1671.3601

122.9253

1110.0636

1780.3596

183.8657

1144.6213

3075.1558

253.5836

1245.6037

3115.2275

326.3746

1405.8369

3508.5528

424.1677

1492.5674

3646.0441

710.0387

1653.3068

3672.4935

113.8481

691.3032

1513.0771

163.6994

970.4724

1790.2122

184.5733

1084.7218

3111.1496

227.3399

1224.2457

3391.4323

324.4897

1393.9557

3495.3500

375.8878

1453.7248

3610.4424

43.5496

660.9717

1427.6059

141.1826

858.5766

1804.2874

178.6484

1074.0582

3114.0663

235.7864

1186.5572

3487.4712

254.1526

1351.2355

3643.4190
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Table S.XII. NHx-CH3C(O)OH harmonic vibrational
frequencies B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,3dp).
NH3CH3C(O)OH

NH2CH3C(O)OH

NHCH3C(O)OH

73.8260

908.9435

1651.4292

91.9344

1029.2218

1673.7419

125.6494

1076.7040

1789.9437

130.4395

1094.3374

3085.4993

222.0878

1099.7933

3159.3126

297.1636

1317.7423

3173.9378

406.2991

1408.2556

3215.4016

466.4069

1478.2991

3505.2258

607.6630

1492.8935

3644.0275

636.9993

1497.5559

3674.2986

71.8127

625.2294

1497.4322

92.9036

903.5563

1508.8808

117.6479

947.1825

1800.1953

183.7792

1026.7887

3086.5804

200.4983

1077.5008

3175.0171

314.4737

1295.6043

3216.8584

362.5000

1394.0553

3445.1189

449.9001

1455.0723

3491.7913

602.9811

1486.8677

3609.0819

61.6961

606.2390

1486.7034

75.5185

802.5234

1497.4013

93.0773

894.3316

1810.5559

153.3705

1020.9310

3087.7434

235.4442

1077.4213

3176.2531

243.5668

1253.8695

3219.1071

438.2595

1367.8467

3488.1228

593.1492

1434.8648

3661.8710
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A-4 Chapter 4 Supporting Information
How to use the Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) instrument and its
Software.
When fully assembled instrument is turned on, it goes through a self-test and
then displays standby mode on the LCD screen of the instrument. At this point
one can control the Instrument through a computer software provided with the
Instrument.
When the Software is started it displays following screen

The software is a form of a Lab-view program. The buttons and bullions works
exactly as the lab-view software. For example clicking on the un and down
arrow next to detector, would cycle through the available options of the
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detector, or, if you click on DMA controller 5706 it will display all the options at
once to choose from.
Pressing stop and exit would shut the program down.
Pressing auto restart would run the software on previously saved setting.
Pressing GO would execute the action chosen in the action tab.

Do not chose any other detector unless you have it connected. The software is
common for all the instruments Grimm technology makes. We have bought
controller 5706, thus we must chose the same.
Makes sure you have correct COM port selected in the COM port dialog box.
Software is smart enough to detect correct COM port on its own.
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This tab allows you to do the following:
1. Initialize new setting
2. Open protocol file (view previously saved data)
3. Open .raw file (open previously saved data and be able to run from where
you left it last)
4. Use last setting (allows you to jump to control setting directly without
choosing the parameters, like new setting does)
When you chose to initialize new setting, software will ask you to create a file
name and destination to save the file. Upon doing so, following screen will
appear
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Chose the time that you trust. I always chose PC time.
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Operation Mode has two options, size distribution or single channel. For this
experiment size distribution is chosen for we want size distribution and particle
concentration. Single channel only measures the particle concentration. This
may be used to calibrate the instrument by introducing known concentrations
of uniform size particles coming from a different DMA source.
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DMA type has following three options, L – DMA, M – DMA, S – DMA. We have
purchased all three DMA with our SMPS. Please choose the appropriate DMA
connected to the controller. All our DMA are the new ones or the Vienna type
DMA. So please check the Veinna box.
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The ratio of Sheath air flow (flowing through DMA to separate the particles)
against the sample air flow (flow rate at which sample is collected) decides the
particle size range you can measure with a particular DMA. Smaller this ratio
bigger the size range one can measure. But, with smaller ratios the smallest
particle size that instrument can measure is much bigger.
For example, at Sheath air flow of 3 LPM and Sample Air flow of 2 LPM the
ratio will be 1.5 and the range one can measure is 9.85 – 1117.12 nm. Whereas
for Sheath air flow of 20 LPM and Sample air flow of 2 LPM the ratio will be 10
and the range one can measure is 3.78 – 289.35nm.
Ideally one must use a ratio of 8 and above for most accurate and reliable
results, for this experiment sheath air flow of 8 LPM and sample air flow of 4
LPM (for LDMA) was used to be able to measure the best possible size range.
Our DMA only allows a maximum sheath air flow of 20.0LPM and a maximum
sample air flow of 3 LPM. Thus please do not chose other available option with
those settings such as 75 LPM for sheath air flow.
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The number displayed above are for Oxygen gas as the carrier gas of the
sampling aerosol particles. Viscocity and mean free path are manually entered
in the box.
DMA temperature and pressure can be entered manually or be obtained by
clicking read sensor tab. It automatically measures the DMA temperature and
pressure. A kit for calibrating DMA temperature and pressure is provided with
the instrument.
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This box will be inactive if single channel operation mode is chosen on left
hand side first box.
The number of recommended channels changes with the change in sheath air
flow/sample air flow ratio. The number of channels decides the sensitivity of
your measurement. More the channel more the sensitivity better the
distribution. One must chose at least the recommended channels for optimum
results. Dmin and Dmax dispalys the size range distribution. The distribution
with respect to DMA voltage can be seen by clicking the show transfer function
tab. Wall time represents the wait time between two consecutive runs.
Precision number decides how many times a measurement is taken at a
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particular voltage or size. That is at a precision of 3, the instrument will
measure the particle concentration three times at 10000 V before moving on to
next voltage of 7071 V.
Scan time displays the time required to finish one run from 10000 V to 4.9 V
including the wall time. While using multiple SMPS for the same sample, try
and match the scan times for both the instruments. This can be done by
adjusting the precision and wall time.

Once all the settings are adjusted, click send setting on top bar. This will open
another dialogue box which runs on its own, and identifies the adjusted
settings and calculates the FCE offset of the instrument at that setting. The
FCE offset is displayed at the end of this dialogue box. Click OK to measured
FCE offset window and close the “initialize new setting” window.
At this you will see the following window
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Click the Control tab up top
1. Click Start flows tab
2. Wait for 10-15 seconds for flows to stabilize in the instrument.
3. After 15 seconds, click Start data acquisition.
4. An audible beep will be heard from the instrument indicating no memory
card in present in the instrument. (the message will be displayed on the
instrument LCD display)
5. At this point instrument is measuring data. It can be viewed live by
clicking the graph tab
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The bottom graph displays the size distribution and density of individual runs.
Instrument allows to view three runs at a time. One in yellow, one in green and
one live in red. The sum of the are under the peak of each run represents the
total particle count of the run and is displayed in the top graph. The actual
total particle concentration can be viewed in the dialogue box marked pointed
in red arrows.
By clicking the dialogue box pointed in green, allows the user to change the Y
axis of the bottom graph. It allows the user to measure either of the following
properties of the particle: raw data (FCE current measured at each voltage),
Number size distribution (the standard method of reporting the data
dN/dlog(Dp) in the units of 1/cm3), surface size distribution, volume size
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distribution, mass size distribution or the number of particles. Curtius et al
paper has the formulas to convert from one unit to another.
Upon completion of data collection, click on the control tab and stop the data
acquisition first. Wait for 15 seconds. Then click stop flows. Wait for 15
seconds again and then shut the program down or extract the collected data in
excel or text form by following method.
Once you have stopped the data collection completely, click the Table tab, you
will see size and concentration data in excel format. On the right hand side of
the data there are options to either export data as .txt, or to excel. Click export
to excel and Excel program will automatically start with the data in it. Save the
excel file and you are done.
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